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Report R-1624-5

Investigation of Control and Stability Augmentation Requirements

for Tandem Tilting Ducted Propeller VTOL Transports

I. SUMMARY

Theoretical and analog computer investigations were conducted to determine the

control and stability augmentation requirements for tandem tilting ducted propeller
VTOL transports. The type of aircraft considered had performance capabilities
similar to those required for the Tri-Service VTOL Transport.

Initial studies were directed toward establishing representative aerodynamic

characteristics for the aircraft. Calculated handling qualities were then compared

with existing handling qualities criteria to evaluate the performance of constant-
gain, programmed-gain, and adaptive control and stability augmentation systems.
Estimates were made of the relative cost and weight of each of these systems. Onthe basis of these studies a relatively simple programmed-gain system was selected

as most suitable for this application. Detailed calculations of the stability and

control characteristics of the aircraft with the selected system were made, and a
six-degree-of-freedom, fixed-base, piloted analog computer simulation was conductedL using the Sikorsky V/STOL Aircraft Simulator with a contact analog display. Typical
operational flight conditions were simulated in order to investigate the handling

qualities of the aircraft with and without the programmed-gain system.

L The results of this investigation indicate that the control and stability

augmentation requirements of tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft are influenced

primarily by the following stability and control problems: (1) unstable or lightly
damped Dutch roll characteristics which vary widely with changing flight conditions
and which are basically attributable to the large side-force-curve slopes of the

|j ducted propellers; (2) large changes in pitching moment required to trim due to

_' the effect of changes in velocity on the pitching moments on the ducted propellers;

and (3) difficulty in obtaining an acceptable level of maximum yaw control -ower at

- hover and low speeds primarily due to the marginal effectiveness of the control
vanes in the exits of the ducted propellers. For aircraft having widely varying
unstable Dutch roll characteristics, a relatively simple stability augmentation

T system in which the roll rate damping gain is programmed as a function of duct
incidence angle is the least complex, lightest weight, and lowest cost system
which will provide satisfactory handling qualities. A constant-gain system should

j be adequate if the tendency for Dutch roll instability is alleviated in the design

I
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of the aircraft. Due to the Dutch roll problem a triplicated stability augmenta-
tion system may be required, rather than a duplicated system with pilot reset, in
order to assure that a safe landing could be made following a partial stability
augmentation failure during take-off or landing.

The results of the flight simulator studies indicated that equivalent first-
order time lags up to 0.20 or 0.25 sec in the collective pitch control system, up
to 0.20 or 0.30 sec in the longitudinal control system, and up to 0.10 see in the

lateral-directional control system will result in satisfactory handling qualities.
Increases in the speed stability derivative Mug/Iy were found to require increases
in pitch rate damping Mq/Iy and longitudinal control sensitivity Mas/Iy . Cross-

wind landing approaches in the presence of gusts were found to be difficult because
of the Dutch roll tendency and the low maximum yaw control power at low speeds. The
presence of lateral-directional control coupling due to incorrect phasing or mixing
of differential collective pitch and vane deflection was found to be quite noticeable
but not objectionable for transition flight conditions; further research is recomended
to determine criteria for the maximum amount of control coupling which is acceptable. ii

This program was performed under Contract NOw 61-0848-d with the Department of
the Navy, Bureau of Naval Weapons. The program was administered by Mr. William Koven,
Chief of Aircraft Stability and Control Unit, Airframe Design Division.

2 i
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II. INTRODUCTION

U The wide ranges of speed and altitude at which V/STOL aircraft operate are
accompanied by large and rapid changes in their configuration and aerodynamic charac-
teristics. As a consequence, critical stability and control problems are experienced,U particularly at flight conditions near the aerodynamic limitations of the aircraft
(e.g., in high-power take-offs and decelerating descents). The results of flight
tests of V/STOL research aircraft have indicated that control and stability augmenta-Fi tion systems liaving constant gains may not provide satisfactory handling qualities
at all flight conditions. It is probable, therefore, that more complex systems in
which provisions are made to vary the gains either manually or automatically will be
required in order to realize the full operational value of advanced V/STOL aircraft.

The investigation reported herein was conducted to determine the control and
stability augmentation requirements for tandem tilting ducted propeller VTOL trans-
ports and to determine the least complex, lowest cost, and lightest weight system
which will provide satisfactory handling qualities at all flight conditions.

1:

I!
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Description of Aircraft and Aerodynamics

A sketch of a tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft in the hovering and for-
ward flight configurations is shown in Fig. 1. At hover the four ducted propellers
are oriented such that their thrust exzes are vertical. Pitching and rolling control
moments at hover are provided by differential collective pitch of the four peopellers;
yawing control moments are provided by vanes located in the two aft ducts. To
accelerate the aircraft to forward flight, the ducts are tilted towards the hori-
zontal (Fig. 1). in forward flight pitching moments are provided by combinations
of differential collective pitch and vane deflections; rolling and yawing moments
are obtained by phasing or mixing differential collective pitch and vane deflections
to minimize lateral-directional control coupling. Static stability in forward flight
is derived from the horizontal tail panels located outboard of the rear ducts (fixed
with respect to the fuselage) and from the vertical stabilizer.

The general arrangement of the hypothetical transport aircraft which was used ii
as a basis for this study is shown in Fig. 2. This configuration was scal.ed up from
a vind tunnel model for 'nich unpublished aerodynamic data were obtained from the
NASA Langley Research Center (most of the data used have recently been published in
Ref. 1). The data were analyzed and modified to include simulation of rariable pitch
propellers and several sizes of horizontal tails with and without elevators, and
were scaled up to represent a 35,000-lb aircraft (the model was assumed to be 1/T
of full scale).

A detailed description of the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft
and the techniques used in progran-"ing the aerodynamics for the analog computer is
presented in Appendix A. The stability derivatives for steady level flight which
were later calculated using the analog computer are presented in Tables I and II for
reference.

The significant aerodynamic characteristics of tandem tilting ducted propeller
configurations which were apparent in the data were high lift-cu-ve and side-force-
curve slopes of the ducted propellers, large changes in pitching moment on the
aircraft with changes in forward speed, and widely va.-ping aerodynamic interference
effects between the fore and aft ducted oroDellers at angles of attack and yaw. The
side-force-curve slope Yv of the complete aircraft as determined from the _TiASA
data was of the same order of magnitude as the lift-curve slope Zw due to the
large contribution of the symmetrical ducted propellers. The subsequent stability
analysis indicated that the high side-force-curve slope did not in itself adversely
affect stability but for this configuration caused the roll-due-to-sidesip deriva-
tive Lv to be excessively large; because of the large Lv , the Datch roll mode
tended to be very lightly damped or unstable. The high side-force-cu ve slopes of

II
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the ducted propellers also resulted in the directional static stability Nv being

very sensitive to aerodynamic interference or blocking by the fuselage and vertical
tail. As showm in Table II, the configuration described in the NASA data was

directionally unstable above speeds of about 160 ft/sec for the nominal location

of the center of gravity (Fig. 2) at zero angle of attack. Changes in aerodynamic

interference caused the directional stability to vary considerably with angle of

attack and duct incidence angle (Nv was found to be greatest at negative angles

of attack, i.e., in take-off transitions).

The large changes in pitching moment on the aircraft with changes in forward

speed are attributable to variation of the moments on the ducted propellers and

also to changes in the aerodynamic interference between fore and aft ducted

propellers. Values of the speed stability derivative Mug/Iy which were later
calculated on the analog computer ranged from 40.08 at hover to a maximum of 40.25

at some transition flight conditions.

In analyzing the NASA data nreDaratory to programming the aerodynamics for theL analog computer, reference was made to the large amount of ducted propeller data
presented in Ref. 2, and also to Ref. 3 which presents data for a three-duct
flying platform model which was constructed using three of the four ducted propeller
units later used on the tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft model. It was

found from these analyses that the lift and drag characteristics of each of the four

ducted propellers could be simulated individually by means of performance maps which

were constructed using polynomials and trigonometric functions. Empirical multiply-

ing factors determined from wind tunnel data for the tandem duct aircraft were used

to describe the combined effects of proneller hub moments and aerodynamic inter-
ference between the ducted propellers. Since each of the ducts were simulated

individually, the forces and moments on the aircraft due to pitching, yawing, and
rolling rotation rates (i.e., the damping forces and moments) could be calculated

I directly by the computer. This simulation technique is described in detail in

Appendix A.

B. Calculation of Representative Flight Profiles

Representative flight profiles for take-off and landing transitions and for
constant-altitude transitions were calculated using an unpiloted three-degree-of-

- freedom analog computer simulation. The use of an unniloted sirnnlation permitted

successive calculations by the analog computer to obtain flight variables and air-
craft dynamics at specific points along each flight path. To achieve repeatabilityLof each flight profile, constant duct tilt rates -were used. High-gain control cir-
cuits were utilized to restrain certain of the flight variables -hile perm._itting
the others to vary freely according to the unbalanced forces on the aircraft.

L Block diagrams of the high-gain control circuits are shown. in Figs. 3 and h. Mne

!5
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values of the control loop gains K I through K4  were selected as high as possible

(limited only by values that drove the circuit unstable) in order to obtain repeat-
ability. The high-gain control circuits were used only in calculating the repre- I
sentative flight profiles and hence had no influence in the subsequent evaluation of
the dynamics of the aircraft. For example, constant-altitude accelerations from

hover were calculated using constant duct-tilt rates and the high-gain control cir- I
cuits shown in Fig. 3; differential collective pitch was used to maintain horizontal
pitch attitude of the fuselage while collective pitch was used to maintain constant

altitude. Variations in the flight profiles were obtained by varying duct tilt I
rate, instant of initiating duct rotation, terminal duct angle, and for the
decelerating descent profile, the initial altitude and variation of programmed

rate-of-descent with altitude (see altitude program block in Fig. 4). Aircraft I
accelerations, flight path, and the control inputs which would have been required

had a pilot been flying the aircraft were factors considered in selecting the repre-

sentative transition profiles. Pertinent data for the basic profiles are tabulated

in Table III. I
1. Steady Level Flight

The variation of duct incidence angle, collective pitch angle, and pitching I
moment required to trim wvith velocity for steady level flight are shown in Fig. 5.
The small change in duct incidence angle with velocity at high speeds illustrates

the necessity for providing low duct-tilt rates at high speeds. Since constant-
speed propellers were assumed, the variation of collective pitch angle with velocity

provides an indication of the power required for steady level flight. It should be

noted that since the hypothetical 35,000-1b aircraft was equipped with a propeller
having three blades (the same as the wind tunnel model), the variation of collective
pitch angle with velocity shown in Fig. 5 is probably somewhat greater than would be

experienced in practical designs of full-scale airplanes which would employ a larger
number of blades of higher activity factor. The variation of pitching moment required

to trim with velocity shows a reversal in slope during transition which results from
the combined effects of thrust rotation, thrust modulation, and changes on the pitch-

ing moments on the ducted propellers.

2. Accelerating Ascent Flight Profiles

Two basic accelerating ascent flight profiles having static thrust-to--eight

ratios of 1.05 and 1.35 were studied. Figuxe 6 shows the flight ath of each profile
with velocity and time from initiation of transition marked at sevieral points. The

variations of duct incidence angle, angle of attack of the fuselage, and pitching
moment required to trim with flight velocity are shown in Fig. 7. The effects of
increasing the static thrust-to-weight ratio and decreasing the duct tilt rate on f

6
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[L the take-off flight path shown in Fig. 8. The maximum average duct tilt rate was

limited at high thrust-to-weight ratios by large longitudinal accelerations (nearly

1 g at 8 deg/sec for T/W = 1.35) resulting from power that otherwise would havei l been used for increasing the potential energy of the aircraft at low tilt rates.

The maximum duct tilt rate was limited at low thrust-to-weight ratios by the failureIi of the aircraft to gain altitude (on the T/W = 1.05 profile with a duct tilt rate

of 8 deg/sec the aircraft actually settled below the initial hovering level).
Settling of the aircraft occurred when the ducts had been rotated so far that the

lift on the shrouds plus the lift component of thrust was less than the weight of

the aircraft for a moderate length of time.

{j Since pilots usually prefer to have a high duct tilt rate available and then

actually use a lower effective tilt rate by tilting the ducts intermittently rather

than continually, several of the profiles were calculated using twice the nominal
duct tilt rate. An average tilt rate equal to the nominal value was then maintained
by successive rotation and holding of the ducts for two-second intervals. Flight

profiles calculated using this method of rotating the ducts, which would be more
like actual pilot technique, were in close agreement with profiles calculated using
a constant duct tilt rate.

3. Decelerating Descent Flight Profile

The flight path of a representative decelerating descent profile, shown in
Fig. 9, was initiated from steady level flight at an altitude of 800 ft and a

velocity of 180 ft/sec, and utilized a constant duct tilt rate of 2 deg/sec. In
I addition to maintaining level attitude of the fuselage, the unpiloted aircraft was

forced to fly a programmed variation of rate of descent with time from initiation
of transition. Level attitude was maintained by means of differential collective

pitch (fore and aft), while the programed rate of descent was controlled by means
of collective pitch of all four propellers. The block diagram of the high-gain

control circuit used to maintain the programmed rate of descent is shown in Fig. 4.
Variations of duct incidence angle, pitching moment required to trim, and collec-
tive pitch angle with velocity for this flight profile are shown in Fig. 10. In

order to obtain an immediate sink rate of the aircraft from steady level flight,
the high lift-curve slope of the ducts necessitated delaying the rotation of the

ducts towards the hovering position until after the speed of the aircraft wasL! reduced. In addition, by decreasing the speed of the aircraft before the ducts

were rotated, the large positive pitching moments produced by the ducts at high

angles of attack and high speeds were avoided.

The low value of deceleration and the associated large horizontal distance
traveled in conversion from high-speed flight to hovering (Fig. 9) are character-

istic of the tilting ducted propeller aircraft. VTOL aircraft capable of rotating

II 7I
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their thrust vector rearward, such as helicopters, readily obtain deceleration levels

of 0.25 g or greater. The thrust vector of the tilting ducted propeller aircraft

could be directed rearward by rapidly rotating the ducts beyond the position for

hovering (i.e., beyond a duct incidence angle of 90 deg); however, the large forces

and moments developed on the ducts in the transition process would tend to make the

aircraft climb.

4. Constant Altitude Flight Profiles

Constant altitude transition flight profiles were calculated using the same
technique with the exception that the collective pitch angle controller maintained

constant altitude rather then a programmed rate of descent. Variation of duct

incidence angle, pitching moment required to trim, and horizontal distance from

the point at which the transition was initiated are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for

accelerating and decelerating transitions, respectively. The horizontal distance

required to bring the aircraft to a hovering condition for the constant altitude

deceleration profile was about 60% less than for the decelerating descent flight

profile.

C. Calculation of Stability Derivatives

The total force and moment stability derivatives were calculated directly using

the analog computer at frequent intervals along the representative flight profiles

(usually at velocities 20 ft/sec apart). This was accomplished by setting as initial

conditions on the computer the instantaneous transition flight variables previously
recorded and, with the computer in the "initial condition" mode, varying the rota-

tional and linear velocity components in the body axis system and the control deflec-

tions by small amounts. The changes in the forces X and Z and the pitching moment

M due to these variations in q, U, W, 8G , and 8v were recorded on an x-y

plotter and their slopes measured to obtain the longitudinal stability and control

derivatives. In a similar manner, the stability derivatives for the lateral and

directional degrees of freedom were obtained by measuring the variation of the

side force Y and moments L and N due to V , p, r , A88, and Z18 v . Results

showing the variation of longitudinal and lateral-directional stability derivatives

with velocity during steady level flight for the nominal location of the center of

gravity are shown in Tables I and II. The values of the derivatives Lv/Ix and

Nv/Iz as altered by moving the center of gravity of the aircraft forward 0.55 ft

and up 0.40 ft are also shown in Table II.

8
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D. Preliminary Analyses of Handling Qualities and Stability Augmentation

Requirements

Using the calculated flight profiles and the corresponding stability deriva-
tives preliminary analyses were made to determine the factors which influence
selection of the control and stability augmentation system and to compare the

theoretical performance of constant-gain and variable-gain systems. The objectives
of these studies was to select the least complex type of system "likely to provide[1 satisfactory handling qualities for more thorough investigation in the flight simu-
lator program. The results are presented in this section; detailed descriptions of

the analytical techniques used, including derivations of the characteristic equa-
tions and transfer functions, are presented in Appendixes B and C.

1. Longitudinal Mode

a. Dynamic Characteristics Without Stability Augmentation

Figure 13 summarizes the stick-fixed dynamic characteristics of the aircraft
without stability augmentation in steady level flight. The variation of the roots

of the longitudinal characteristic equation with flight velocity are shown for

velocities from -50.6 ft/sec (hovering in a 30-knot tail wind) to 423 ft/sec
(250-knot cruise) at altitudes of sea level and 20,000 ft. Also shown are the
acceptance boundary of the current military Instrument Flight Rules specifications

for helicopters (Ref. 4), the Bureau of Naval Weapons requirements for aircraft in
the cruise configuration, and a suggested boundary for the short period mode of VTOL
aircraft at high speeds (Ref. 5). The two sets of roots are referred to herein as

the short-period mode and the phugoid mode according to their root locations at high
speeds, even though at low speeds the period of the phugoid mode is shorter than that

of the short-period mode.

Considering first the phugoid mode, the aircraft was unstable at speeds from
-50.6 ft/sec to approximately +35 ft/sec. At hover the time to double amplitude
was 7.54 sec and the frequency of oscillation was 0.37 rad/sec (the period was
17.0 sec). Figure 14 presents an enlargement of the portion of the s-plane plot of
Fig. 13 near the origin, and includes the IFE acceptance boundary of MIL-H-8501A.

As shown in Fig. 14, the unstable phugoid characteristics of the tandem tilting ducted
propeller aircraft at hover are similar to those of many operational helicopters and
do not in themselves indicate unacceptable handling qualities for contact flight
conditions. However, as is the case with many operational helicopters, the tandem

tilting ducted propeller aircraft would not meet the requirements off MIL-H-8501A
for IFR flight without stability augmentation. Note also in Fig. 14 that the

addition of attitude stabilization alone would not satisfy the military specifica-
tions; at least a small amount of pitch rate stabilization would be required.

Figure 13 indicates that with increasing speed the nhugoid became more stable and

T-
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the period increased (the phugoid roots approached the origin, as is the usual case

with fixed-wing aircraft).

The short-period mode in reverse flight end in hover was nonoscillatory but
became oscillatory and increased in frequency as speed increased (Fig. 13). At
high speeds at sea level the short-period roots approached but did not fall within
either the BuWeps Configuration P,CO boundary or the boundary proposed in Ref. 5,
primarily because both the frequency of oscillation w and the damping ratio

were low due to the high moment of inertia in pitch Iy. At an altitude of 20,000 ft,
the reduced dynamic pressure caused the roots to be even further from the acceptable

boundary.

Figure 15 presents a summary of the longitudinal dynamic characteristics of
the aircraft on the three most critical transition flight profiles. The longitudi-
nal root locations are show.m for velocity increments of 20 ft/sec for high-power
take-off (initial thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.35), constant altitude acceleration,
and decelerating descent. For all three flight profiles the short-period mode was

stable. The phugoid mode was stable, although lightly damped, for the constant
altitude acceleration and decelerating descent flight profiles. The thrust-to-

,:eight ratio 1.35 take-off flight profile resulted in the most unstable longitudi-
nal dynamics of all flight conditions. At speeds between 60 and 90 ft/sez the time
to double amplitude was approximately 3.5 sec and the period ranged between 11.5 and
15.0 sec.

b. Effects of Varying Stability. Derivatives and Control Lags

An IBI 7090 digital computer program which ws .renared for calculating the
roots of the longitudinal characteristic equation was also used to investigate the
effects of the individual stability derivatives and stability augmentation lags on

the stick-f4.xed dynamics. Figure 16 shows the effects of halving and doubling the
stability derivatives X u , Mq, and Mu on the unstable phugoid root of the basic

aircraft at hover. Note the strong destabilizing effect of' increasing the speed
stability derivative Mu. Also note that changes in the derivatives Xu (a measure
of the change in drag of the aircraft with change in velocity) and Mq (the pitch

rate damping) have nearly identical effects on the location of the phugoid root.
The equivalence of Xu and Mq at hover can be readily seen from an inspection

of the characteristic equation for hover:

+ X u _Mq] X3 uM q ] 2 +1 mu XZrn+ Iy M Iy + k=

10
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Since the parameters Xu/m anld Mq/Iy are approximately equal for tandem tilting

ducted propeller aircraft, examination of Eq. (1) reveals that similar changes in

either parameter will change the coefficients of the X3  and X2 terms by the same
[ amount.

H For the tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft the damping in pitch derivative

Mq/Iy was lower and the speed stability derivative Mug/Iy was higher than the

corresponding derivatives of most helicopters. However, the destabilizing effects

attributable to the differences in these derivatives were largely alleviated by the

stabilizing effect of the much larger drag of the tandem tilting ducted propeller

aircraft as represented by the derivative Xu/m. Thus, the high drag which is

characteristic of this and other VTOL aircraft such as the tilt-,ing or deflected

slip-stream configurations at low forward speeds is actually helpful in stabilizing

the phugoid mode, although it may be a hindrance as far as the ability to hover

accurately over a spot in gusty conditions is concerned.

Figure 17 illustrates the effects of changes in the derivatives Mq , Me , Mu,
and Mw on the phugoid and short-period roots at approximately the most critical

flight condition (a velocity of 80 ft/sec on the T/W = 1.35 take-off flight profile).
The derivatives Mu and M w can be controlled to some extent in the design of the

aircraft; the derivatives Mq and Me cannot be altered appreciably except by the

addition of stability augmentation. Note particularly the strong destabilizing

effect of the speed stability derivative Mug/Iy on the ohugoid mode; at this

flight condition Mug/Iy was several times its value at hover and was the pri-

mary contributor to instability. The important effect of the static stability

derivative Mwg/Iy is also shown in Fig. 17. Since increases in Mwg/Iy are

derived from the horizontal tail, the favorable effect of an unstalled horizontal

tail is evident. At this particular flight condition the aircraft was statically
stable in pitch (the center of pressure was located 1.24 ft aft of the center of

gravity, resulting in a value of Mwg/Iy of -0.087). The root locations are

shown in Fig. 17 for increments in Mwg/Iy of -0.14. An increase in static sta-
bility which resulted in an increment in Mwg/Iy of -0.1L at this flight condition

was equivalent to moving the center of gravity forward by 2.0 ft or alternately

increasing the horizontal tail area by 135% of its basic value (see Fig. 2 for

dimensions of the tail). Also shown are the root locations for the aircraft without

a horizontal tail. Thus, the stabilizing effect of an unstalled horizontal tail of

varying area may be judged from Fig. 17.

The poor stability characteristics of the aircraft on the high-power take-off

flight profile were traced to the adverse effect of high negative angles of attack

on the stability derivatives. A series of analog computer experiments were Der-
formed uhich indicated that in general: (1) minimum damping in pitch Mq/Iy

occurred when the free-stream velocity vector was directed approximately straight

into the ducts (i.e., along the propeller shaft axes); (2) minimum static stability

111. l
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Mwg/Iy occurred at angles of attack greater than +30 deg (the approximate stall
limits of the horizontal tail); and (3) the speed stability derivative Mug/Iy
decreased only slightly with increasing negative angle of attack. Therefore, the
destabilizing influence on damping in pitch and static stability caused by the high
negative angles of attack encountered during the take-off greatly overpowered the
small stabilizing effect caused by the slight decrease in speed stability. The
angles of attack encountered during the decelerating descent were not as large,
.rith the result that the aircraft remained stable during that maneuver.

Due to the destabilizing effect of stall on the horizontal tail panels at the
high local angles of attack which are encountered during transition, the question
of whether the tail panels should rotate with the ducts or whether they should be
fixed with respect to the fuselage must be examined. On the aircraft considered
in the present study, the panels were fixed with respect to the fuselage. Figure 18
shows the variation with velocity of the average angle of attack of the horizontal
tail for this cor.figuration during the three transition flight profiles which are
the most critical from the stability standpoint (the angles of attack shown do not
include corrections for downwash). The lightly shaded areas indicate the range of
speeds over which the aircraft is unstable for each flight profile with the hori-
zontal tail fixed with respect to the fuselage. Also shown are the approximate
stall boundaries for the particular airfoil (NACA 0015) used as the horizontal
tail on the NASA wind tunnel model. Note that the tail is unstalled through these
maneuvers except at speeds below 60 ft/sec on the high thrust-to-weight ratio
take-off. Since the most unstable of all longitudinal stability conditions occur
on this flight profile at speeds between 40 and 80 ft/sec, it appears that it would
be advisable to eliminate stall in this region, thereby increasing the static
stability of the aircraft. As shown in Fig. 18, stall could be eliminated entirely
on the high thrust-to-weight ratio take-off by attaching the tail panels to the
ducts so that they rotate with the ducts. However, this would result in unaccept-
able stall on the tail panels at all other transition conditions. Thus it may be
concluded that t~1ing only aerodynamic considerations into account, it is advisable
to have the horizontal tail panels remain fixed with respect to the fuselage as
the ducts rotate and to supply the additional stability which is required on the
high thrust-to-weight ratio flight profile by means of pitch rate stabilization.

:he effects on the stick-fixed dynamics of first-order lags in the longitudinal
control and stability augmentation system were investigated using the control system
model shown in Fig. 19; C.lculations of the roots were made for valaes of time
constant Tp = 0, 0.03 and 0.20 sec for several levels of pitch rate stabilization
and attitude stabilization. Typical results for steady level flight at 40 knots
are shown in Fig. 2D. in -eneral, the lags were found to have a negligible effect
on the phugoid mode. The lags had a stabilizing effect on the short-period mode .;hen
only pitch rate stabilization ;-as use-_. With increasing level of attitude stabiliza-
tion M8 the !1.s tendeC to driv-re the short-neriod node unstable. Figure 20 indicates

12
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that the latter instability could be counteracted if this problem should arise by

increasing the level of artificial pitch rate stabilization M q.

UIn summary, these analyses indicated that the longitudinal stick-fixed dynamics

of tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft are most sensitive to changes in the

speed stability derivative Mu, and to a lesser extent the static stability deriva-

tive Mw. Since the natural aerodynamic damping in pitch of the aircraft is small,

large changes in Mq are required to appreciably affect the dynamics of the air-

craft (these large changes are readily obtainable through stability augmentation,

however). The derivative X u is considerably larger than for helicopters and has
a moderately stabilizing effect on the dynamics. In addition, the effects of lags

up to 0.20 sec in the longitudinal control and stability augmentation system
should not adversely affect the stick-fixed dynamics unless large amounts of attitude
stabilization are used.

c. Comparison of Theoretical Performance of Constant-Gain and
Variable-Gain Systems

Calculations were made to determine stick-fixed dynamics, pitch rate damping,
and longitudinal control sensitivity with each of several constant and programmed-
gain control and stability augmentation systems. The theoretical performance of
these systems were then compared with existing handling qualities criteria in an
effort to select the most promising system for more thorough itudy in the flight
simulator program. Figure 19 shows the control and stability augmentation system
model hich was used as a basis for these calculations.

Li Considering first the stick-fixed dynamics of the aircraft, it w.as found that
a constant-gain pitch rate stability augmentation system (i.e., Kp and KB,,

constant, (Fig. 19) w-ould result in stick-fixed stability at all flight conditions
provided the initial level of pitch rate damping at hover was greater than about
Mq/Iy = -1.0. Thus, the minimum specifications of MIL-H-850JA for IFR flight{- shown in Fig. 24 could be satisfied with a simple constant-gain system. Since defini-
tive optimum criteria for the stick-fixed dynamics of VTOL aircraft in the transi-
tion region have not been determined as of this time, further theoretical calcula-
tions to determine an "optimum" gain program from the standpoint of stick-fixed
dynamics are not possible.

There have been a number of studies reported in the literature which have
defined handling qualities criteria for hover and low speeds in terms of pitch
rate damping vs longitudinal control stick sensitivity (see, for example, Refs. 6
through 10). A comparison of the more pertinent of these criteria is shown in

Fig. 21 along with points indicating pitch rate damping and control sensitivity of
seven operational helicopters. As indicated in Fig. 21 the criteria are not in

agreement. This lack of agreement is believed to be caused primarily by wide

differences in the stick-fixed dynamics and the speed stability characteristics

1. 13
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of the various aircraft which were used in establishing the criteria. In the study

of Ref. 6, which was conducted using a variable-stability HUP-l helicopter, it was

determined that the stability derivative Mug/Iy had a strong influence on the

amount of control sensitivity and damping desired by the pilot. It was concluded

that the pilot ratings were dependent more on the longitudinal control stick dis-

placements required to trim gusts and changes in forward speed than on the longi-

tudinal dynamics. A similar result was obtained in the flight simulator program of

the present study for the range of dynamics investigated in Ref. 6, although for

times to double amplitude less than about 4.0 sec the unstable dynamics were judged

to be increasingly important (the minimum time to double amplitude was 3.0 sec in

the study of Ref. 6 and about 1.4 sec in the present study). Thus, it is apparent

that handling qualities criteria which do not take into account the stick-fixed dynamics
and the speed-stability characteristics will not be generally applicable to all types

of VTOL aircraft.

It will be noted in Fig. 21 that the various criteria exhibit a similarity in
that the Cooper Pilot Opinion Rating 3.5 boundaries tend to be concave upward around j
"optimum" lineQ which are nearly vertical. In order to provide a basis for compar-

ing the theoretical performance of the various control systems it was assumed that

the "optimum" lines would be indicative of the desired handling qualities of an air- LI
craft throughout most of the transition speed range. Calculations were made to

determine the manner in which Mq and M8s varied relative to an assumed "optimum"
line for each transition flight profile. Initial calculations were performed for

minimum levels of pitch rate damping at hover of Mq/Iy = -0.430 per sec (the minimum

requirement for IFR flight in MIL-H-8501A; see Fig. 21) and Mq/Iy = .5.53 per sec.
T.iese calculations were later repeated for the level of pitch rate damping found to
be desirable in the flight simulator study ( Mq/Iy = -2.20 per sec). Principal

results are shown in Figs. 22 through 24.

Figure 22 shows the manner in w.ihich damping and control power varied for the
high-power take-off, constant-altitude acceleration, and decelerating descent flight

profiles for the aircraft without stability augmentation (i.e., Kp = 0 in Fig. 19).

For this set of calculations the gain KS, (Fig. 19) followed its final program,

which is shown in Fig. 25, so that it was constant at -1.33 deg/in. at all but the

highest transition speeds. Figure 23 shows the manner in which damping and control

power varied for a constant pitch rate gain system ( K p = 7.50 in.-sec/rad) which
resulted in a value of artificial pitch rate stabilization of approximately

Mq/ly -2.0 per sec at hover with the same K program as was used in Fig. 22.

Note in Fig. 23 that with increasing speed the damping and control power decrease

in a direction which is in general parallel to the "optimum" line. Thus, if the

"optimum" line was truly indicative of the desirable "performance of the aircraft, the
system illustrated in Fir. 23 would be excoected to give reasonably satisfactory per-

formance. Figure 24 show..s the perfomance of a system in which a more involved gain
program for KS was used; in this system, K8a was programmed as a function of
the sine of duct incidence angle iD and the reciprocal of square of propeller

14
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rotational speed I/n 
2

1~K8-8 [A + Bsin i,](2

Note in Fig. 24 that all three curves tend to stay closer to the "optimum" line

(particularly the curve for the decelerating descent flight profile which was[ j calculated for 84% of the propeller rotational speed used for the other two profiles).
However, the advantages :f this more complex system over the one for which performance

is shown in Fig. 23 are not very prominent. Use of the more complex system cannot

[I be justified without first experimentally investigating the adequacy of the simpler

system using the flight simulator. The stick-fixed dynamics of the aircraft were
stable for both of these gain programs, and there was little difference in the root

locations.

As part of this analysis, duct incidence angle, velocity, and dynamic pressure

were also investigated as parameters against which gains could be programmed. Duct
incidence was found to be appreciably superior because the pitching moment effec-

tiveness of differential collective pitch of the ducted propellers is affected little

by changes in the free-stream conditions but is btrongly dependent upon duct inci-
dence angle. Both longitudinal control moments and artificial pitch rate sta-

bilization are derived from differential collective pitch. Since the final level of[I artificial pitch rate stabilization selected was an order of magnitude greater than
the natural aerodynamic pitch damping of the aircraft, both control sensitivity and

|L total pitch rate damping (small natural damping plus large artificial damping) varied

in a manner which was very closely related to duct incidence angle (i.e., practically
independent of free-stream conditions). In view of this close relation, one would

- expect that if a variable-gain system is required at all, then a programmed-gain

system should provide handling qualities aluost as good as an adaptive control system.

2. Lateral and Directional Modes

a. Dynamic Characteristics Without Stability Augmentation

Figure 26 presents a summary of the stick-fixed lateral-directional dynamic
characteristics of the aircraft without stability augmentation in steady level

flight. The variation of the roots of the lateral-directional characteristic equa-
tion with velocity are shown for flight conditions from hover to 250 knots at sea

- level, and at the high altitude cruise conditions.

The most predominant feature of the lateral-directional dynamics was the unstable

Dutch roll mode. This type of instability is likely to be a characteristic problem

1. 15
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of tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft. The instability arises primarily from

the large dihedral effect associated with the large side-force-curve slopes of the

ducted propellers and from the marginal static directional stability. The NASA wind
tunnel model which was used as a basis for this study was slightly directionally

unstable towards the end of transition and at high speeds, even with the largest

vertical stabilizer for which data were available (Fig. 2). The spiral stability I
mode was stable at all flight conditions, with the stability increasing as velocity

increased (Fig. 26). The roll convergence mode was also stable and is not of
particular concern in the design of the aircraft as long as sufficient roll control

power is available to provide adequate roll control response characteristics.

The lateral-directional dynamics for two take-off flight profileb (thrust-to-
weight ratios of 1.05 and 1.35) are shown in Fig. 27. As would be expected from
the results for steady level flight, the Dutch roll instability was also predominant

Curing transitions. The greatest instability occurred at low speeds on the high- U
power ( T/W = 1.35) take-off flight profile at approximately the flight conditions
at which the longitudinal stability problems were also most serious.

b. Effects of Varying Stability Derivatives and Control Lags [
In view of the apparent importance of the Dutch roll problem for tandem tilt-

ing ducted propeller aircraft, the effects on the stick-fixed dynamics of changes in

the individual aerodynamic stability derivatives were analyzed using the root locus U
technique. The principal results are presented in this section of the report; a

detailed discussion of the method of analysis is presented in Appendix C. jj
A typical root diagram showing the -ffects of changes in the basic stability

derivatives of the aircraft without stability augmentation is shown in Fig. 28
(the particular flight condition shown is steady level flight at 40 knots). Table IV U
presents a general stiary of the effects of these changes throughout the transition
flight range. In this Table, arrows indicate the direction in which each root moves

as a given stability derivative is increased in value. Inspection of Table IV indi-
cates that the most significant derivatives are the effective dihedral Lv/Ix , the
directional static stability Nv/Iz , the-roll rate damping Lp/I x , and to a lesser
extent the yaw rate damping Nr/Iz . The large dihedral effect Lv/Ix is shown to
be the most important contributor to the Dutch roll instability and can be counter-

acted most effectively by means of artificial roll rate stabilization. Reduction of
the dihedral effect --nd improvement of the directional static stability should of'
course be carefully considered in the design of the aircraft. It is interesting
to note that increasing the side-force-curve slope Yv/ m actually had a small

stabilizing effect on the Dutch roll mode. Therefore, it may be concluded that
the high side-force-curve slope of the ducted propellers did not contribute directly

to the Dutch roll instability but contributed indirectly by increasing the effec-

tive dihedral.
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The effects of changes in the moments of inertia in roll IX  and yaw I Z  on

the lateral-directional dynamics are shown in Fig. 29. Increasing I x decreased

|j the frequency of the Dutch roll oscillation and slightly increased the time to

double amplitude. Increasing Iz had little effect on the frequency and decreased

the time to double amplitude. Thus it appears that the Dutch roll instability wouldL tend to be alleviated by an increase in moment of inertia in roll and a decrease in

moment of inertia in yaw. Unfortunately these two conditions are probably incom-

patible in the design of the tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft. As would be

expected, the influence of I x  on the roll convergence root was large while its
influence on the spiral stability root was small. The influence of Iz on the

roll convergence and spiral stability roots was large. Note that as I z was decreased

[ to half its nominal value so that Iz approached Ix , these two roots formed a
coupled oscillatory pair. This coupling, wich would result in unsatisfactory
responses to control inputs, is only of academic interest since it is improbableL! that such a large reduction in 1 z would result from design changes in the case

of the tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft. The effect of changes in the

product of inertia Ixz were found to be negligible and were not included in
Fig. 29.

Examination of the root diagrams which were obtained indicated that the dihedralV[ effect Lv/Ix was the principal cause of the greater Dutch roll instability on the

high-power take-off flight profile (Fig. 27). In the flight speed range from 20 to
80 ft/sec the derivative Lv/Ix was consistently higher on this profile than on

all other flight profiles. The NASA wind tunnel data for roll and yaw, which admit-
tedly were limited, indicated that the side-force-curve slopes of the rear ducts

(which were mounted high on the fuselage) increased with increasing angle of attackV at constant duct incidence angle. It was also noticed from the aerodynamic data
that the decrease in directional stability during all transitions to forward flight

seemed to be attributable to the forward travel of the center of pressure of the

ducted propellers as the ducts rotated down. This forward travel of the center of

pressure occurred more rapidly than the vertical stabilizer effectiveness increased

due to increasing dynamic pressure. It was further evident that directional static

stability decreased less during the high-power take-off, probably because of less

aerodynamic interference between the ducts at high negative angles of attack.

Terefore it might tentatively be concluded, pending the acquisition of more com-

plete lateral-directional wind tunnel data, that the high negative angles of attack
experienced in high-power take-offs result in substantial changes in the aero-

dymamic interference between the front and rear ducts, with the net result that the

destabilizing effect of angle of attack on dihedral effect is more powerful than

the stabilizing effect of angle of attack on directional static stability. Due

' to the high side-force-curve slope of the ducted propellers, the derivative Lv/Ix
was found to be very sensitive to the vertical location of the center of gravity

of the aircraft. This implies that vertical travel of the center of gravity should
also be considered carefully in the design of the aircraft.
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The effects of first-order control lags on the lateral-directional stick-fixed

dynamics were also calculated using a modified lateral-directional characteristic

equation (see Section VIII. C. 4. of Appendix C). The control and stability augmenta-
tion system model shown in Fig. 30 was used; combined lags of Ty and TR from 0.1

to 0.5 sec were used with the final levels of stability augmentation. As shown in

Fig. 31, the addition of lags resulted in two additional roots which formed an

oscillatory pair. The principal result of importance is that the lags actually had
a very small stabilizing effect on the critical Dutch roll mode. Therefore, as long 3
as the lag time constants remain lower then the value above which the new oscilla- U
tory pair is driven unstable, lags should not have a serious effect on the stick-
fixed dynamics. This result was later confirmed in the flight simulator program
where it was apparent that lags influenced the response to control inputs consider- i
ably more than they influenced the stick-fixed dynamics of the aircraft.

c. Requirements for Gain Programs

In view of the general lack of lateral-directional handling qualities criteria
for VTOL aircraft, the analyses of the theoretical performance of possible lateral-
directional control systems were concerned primarily with the stick-fixed dynamics,
and to a limited extent with control power and damping at hover.

As discussed previously, studies of the longitudinal dynamics indicated that
the level of artificial pitch rate damping required for stick-fixed longitudinal
stability at all flight conditions was an order of magnitude higher than the natural

aerodynamic pitch damping, and that the longitudinal control effectiveness (and i
hence the artificial pitch rate damping) varied in a manner which was closely related
to duct incidence angle. A similar result was found for the case of artificial
roll rate damping. Figure 26 illustrates the manner in which the Dutch roll roots
varied with increasing speed for steady level flight; note that as speed increased
in transition to approximately 180 ft/sec the time to double amplitude increased,
after which the time to double amplitude decreased with further increases in speed.

It was found that a minimum value of artificial roll rate stabilization of approxi-
mately (Lp/Ix)SAS -3.0 per sec would result in a stable system at the high
speed flight conditions. However, this value was considerably greater than that
required at speeds near 180 ft/sec. Since the burden of roll control and roll li
stability augmentation shifts from differential collective pitch to the relatively
ineffective vanes as speed increases from hover, it seemed advisable to devise a
gain program which would gradually decrease roll stability augmentation as speed

increased in transition up to the point at which increasing augmentation was
required for stability of the system. This scheme would tend to minimize the
use of vanes for roll stability augmentation, thereby making increased vane travel
available for roll and yaw control.
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E. Description of Basic Control and Stability Augmentation System

I! Using the results of the analyses reported in the preceding section, a basic

progranmed-gain control and stability augmentation system was devised for the initial

piloted six-degree-of-freedom flight simulator studies. Provisions were made to

allow adjustment of the gains in the initial system and the form of the gain programs,

if required. The so-called "final" system which evolved from the flight simulatorH program differed from this basic system primarily in the levels of the gains; there-
fore, a brief description of the basic system is presented herein while a detailed

description of the final gain programs is piesented in Appendix E.

1. Longitudinal Mode

A block diagram of the basic longitudinal control and stability augmentation

system is shown in Fig. 32. This diagram includes the longitudinal pitch attitude

H control stick, the collective pitch control stick and beeper switch, the duct inci-

dence angle beeper switch, and the pitch rate stabilization loop.

A schematic of the initial longitudinal conttol and stability augmentation system

investigated, which differed from the final system only in the magnitude of the gains

Kp and Ksv , is shown in Fig. 33. In accordance with the results of the calculationsL of the theoretical performance, the longitudinal control stick gains K 8p and Ka.

were programmed against duct incidence angle and the pitch rate stabilization gain Kp

was held constant. Also shown in Fig. 33 are the corresponding initial levels of
maximum longitudinal control power MMAX/Iy and total pitch rate damping Mq/ly
for steady level flight (the dashed and solid curves show the minimum and maximum

pitch rate stabilization studied using the flight simulator).

[1 Initial values of the other gains shown in Fig. 32 were: collective pitch gain
Kc = 4.0 deg/in., which resulted in a collective stick sensitivity of Zsc/W= -0.25

I I g/in. and which would be expected to be a desirable height control sensitivity accord-
ing to the criteria of Ref. 11; collective beeper switch gain KCp = 0.5 deg/sec;
and duct incidence beeper switch gain linearly proportional to duct incidence angle

according to KiD 0.08 i0  deg/sec (chosen to provide a duct tilt rate of approxi-

mately 8 deg/sec at hover). All of these gains were also varied in the flight

simulator program.

2. Lateral and Directional Modes

Using the model shown in Fig. 34 a programmed-gain system was developed for initial
investigations in the flight simulator program. A schematic of bhis system showing

the initial gain programs, maximum lateral and directional control powers, and total
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roll rate and yaw rate damping is shown in Fig. 35. The principal characteristics
of the system were: (1) lateral control stick gain KABS and pedal gain KA8 v were
programmed against duct incidence angle; (2)' control phasing or mixing gains GVL U
and Gp were programmed against duct incidence angle; and (3) roll rate stabiliza-
tion gain KR was programmed against duct incidence angle, and yaw rate stabilization
gain Ky was held constant at a small value. In addition, the initial maximum roll I
control power and total roll rate damping at hover were chosen as LMAX/Ix = 1.2
rad/sec2 and Lp/Ix = -2.10 per sec, respectively, which results in a point within
the acceptable region of the criteria of Ref. 9 (these levels were later approxi-
mately doubled during the flight simulator program). In view of the low effectiveness
of the vanes, the initial yaw control power was set at the maximum available level
(vane deflection angles of +30 deg) of NMAX/Iz= 0.25 rad/sec2 and the total yaw

rate damping was set at Nr/Iz = -0.50 per sec. Tnis combination of control power
and damping corresponds to a Cooper Pilot Rating of about 5 or 6 according to the
criteria of Ref. 9. Control power was later judged in the flight simulator study
to be too low by perhaps a factor of two. 0

F. Results of Flight Simulator Program

A six-degree-of-freedom, piloted, fixed-base analog computer simulation was
conducted to verify that the programmed-gain control and stability augmentation sys-
tem would provide satisfactory handling qualities for the tandem tilting ducted [f
propeller aircraft. The gain levels which had been calculated on the basis of the
theoretical analyses were adjusted toprovide satisfactory stick-fixed dynamics
and control response over a wide range of flight conditions. Additional studies i
were conducted to determine the effects on handling qualities of lags in the con-
trol system, of incorrect phasing of the lateral-directional controls, and of
increases in the stability derivative Mug/Iy. H

A description of the Sikorsky V/STOL Aircraft Simulator and contact analog dis-
play is presented in Appendix F. Table V presents a summary of the training and U
experience of the pilots participating in this program. It must be emphasized that
the purpose of the flight simulator program was to verify that a programmed-gain
control and stability augmentation system would provide satisfactory handling I
qualities for this type of aircraft, rather than to establish optimum handling quali-
ties criteria. The results discussed herein are based primarily on the work of
Pilot A, who was principal investigator on the project; Pilots B and C participated
to a limited extent at the end of the program and tended to confirm the earlier
findings. Where the Cooper Pilot Opinion Rating System (Table VI) was applied, the
intention was to aid in the discussion of the effects of particular variables on jJ
the handling qualities and not to establish optimum criteria.
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1. Limitations of Aircraft Simulated

H During the early phases of the program it was evident, as had been expected,

that the effectiveness of the two vanes in the aft ducts was not sufficient to meet
the combined requirements for control and stability augmentation about all three
axes. Several tandem tilting ducted propeller VTOL designs have been proposed
which included two additional vanes in the forward ducts. Consequently; in order

jjj to provide sufficient control power for the aircraft simulated in the present study,
four vanes were simulated. Full deflection of two vanes was used for pitch control,
and full deflection of the other two was used for lateral and directional control[ and stabilization. The total vane deflection due to longitudinal control stick
deflection was limited to 8v = +30 deg. The total vane deflection due to combined
lateral control stick, pedals, and roll and yaw rate stabilization was limited to

8, = +30 deg.

Rough estimates of the lateral-directional control system authorities which
[might be required were made by examining analog computer traces for maneuvering

flight at hover, low speeds, and transitions. These estimates indicated that for
the particular aircraft which was simulated, between 25 and 30% of the total travel

Uof the vanes and differential collective pitch would be required by the lateral-
directional stability augmentation system. At higher speeds, it is probable that
greater stability augmentation system authorities would be required in view of theUfact that the relatively ineffective vanes are used to supply the roll rate damping
needed for stabilizing the Dutch roll mode (time did not permit investigation of the
authorities required at high speeds).

2. Longitudinal Handling Qualities

A series of three-degree-of-freedom runs were made to evaluate levels of total
pitch rate damping between Mq/Iy = -0.20 and -5.53 2per sec, longitudinal control
sensitivity between M~s/Iy = 0.18 and 0.32 rad/sec -in., and collective stick
sensitivity between Zc/W = -0.09 and -0.25 g/in. (all values at hover). The
task for these runs included hovering, climbing transitions, constant altitude
transitions, and approaches at 40 knots (flight path angle of 8.5 deg) followed
by a flare and VTOL-type landing.

The value of pitch rate damping which was finally selected was Mq/Iy = -2.2
per sec, and the corresponding value of longitudinal control stick sensitivity was
MS/Iy = 0.27 rad/sec -in. (these values are at hover; values at other steady level
flight conditions are shown in Figs. 36 and 37, and the corresponding maximum longi-
tudinal control power is shown in Fig. 38). The longitudinal control stick sensi-
tivity selected as most satisfactory fell very close to the "optimum" line which had
been selected for the theoretical analyses (the left-hand "optimum" line in Fig. 21).

[
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The values which were found to be satisfactory compare favorably with the results

of a flight simulator study of a similar tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft

reported in Ref. 12 (see Fig. 39). The slightly higher pitch rate damping preferred I
for the aircraft studied in Ref. 12 is probably required by a shorter time to double

amplitude ( T 2 of 2.0 sec at hover according to calculations made by the authors,
as contrasted to T 2 of 3.6 sec for the aircraft simulated in the present study). I
The results of the present study and the study of Ref. 12 indicate that. considerably

more control sensitivity and damping is required than the minimum specified in

MIL-H-8501A.

The locations of the roots of the longitudinal characteristic equation for the
aircraft with the final stability augmentation in steady level flight are shown in

Fig. 40. Both the phugoid and short-period modes were stable at all flight conditions.

Note that for the level of pitch rate stabilization which was found to be satisfactory
(total Mq/Iy of -2.2 at hover) the short-oeriod mode was more than critically damped
at flight speeds up to approximately 130 ft/sec. Calculations made by the authors

indicate that a similar situation must have existed for the levels of damping which
were selected as optimum in Ref. 12. Under these conditions, the angle of attack

response to a longitudinal control stick input consists of the sum of two decaying
exponentials (i.e., the response would be nonoscillatory), and the aircraft seems

to lag a stick input. This effect was noted in the present study at higher levels I
of damping than that finally selected; it was particularly noted that the longi-
tudinal acceleration of the aircraft following a given longitudinal control stick

input decreased with increasing damping due to the increased time required to U
achieve changes in pitch attitude.

The longitudinal root locations for the aircraft with stability augmentation
on the critical T/W = 1.35 take-off flight profile are shown in Fig. 41. The

effect of the stability augmentation system may be seen by comparing Figs. 41 and 15.

At all flight concitions a forward input to the longitudinal control stick was
required to increase speed. The stick position required for trim exhibited a reversal
during transitions due to the combined effects of thrust rotation, thrust modulation,
and changes in the pitching moments on the ducted propellers. This reversal, which

is cormnon in helicopters, was not found to be objectionable.

The initial collective stick sensitivity at hover of Zac/W = -0.25 g/in. was
found to be too high; a collective stick sensitivity of Za/W = -0.093 g/in.
permitted more precise altitude control in hover in the presence of simulated gusts.

As showm in Fig. 42, the altitude damping of this type of VTOL aircraft is consider-
.ably lower than that of helicopters, which have much lower disc loadings. Neverthe-

less, the hovering characteristics were satisfactory, indicating that the criteria
proposed in Refs. 11 and 13 for floor-mounted altitude controllers may not be

generally applicable to all classes of VTOL aircraft. Changes in the gain of the
beeper switch on the collective stick, which was used to change the range of -
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It
collective pitch angles over i.fnich the stick had authority, were found. to have littleJ! effect on the handling qualities; the initial gain for KCB , which resulted in a

blade angle change rate of 0.5 deg/sec, was satisfactory. Similarly, the beeper
switch for duct incidence angle resulted in satisfactory transitions with the initial

linear gain program in which the duct tilt rate was equal to 0.08 iD deg/sec
(a duct tilt rate of half this value w.. as also judged to be acceptable, but was not
as satisfactory as the higher tilt rate).

V The longitudinal handling qualities at the high-speed cruise conditions at sea
level and an altitude of 20,000 ft were evaluated for steady level flight and two-
minute turns. The maneuvering performance of the aircraft seemed to be satisfactory

despite the fact that the longitudinal short-period dynamic characteristics, particu-

larly at the high altitude conditions, were not within the acceptance boundaries shown
in Fig. 40. One would suspect therefore that these criteria may be more applicable

to aircraft which are required to have high maneuvering performance, and may be
overly restrictive for transport configurations. As a matter of interest, the

i.-creases in static stability and damping which would be required to offset the high
moment of inertia ly and thereby bring the roots into the satisfactory regions as

defined by these criteria were calculated. The abscissa - wn in Fig. 40 is

directly proportional to Mq/Iy , while the undamped natural frequency Wn isV proportional to the square root of Mwg/Iy. Thus, forcing the short--period root
at the 253-knot (423 ft/sec) cruise condition at 20,000 ft to fall within the

boundaries would require a 400% increase in static stability and a 30% increase in

damping.

V' 3. Lateral and Directional Handling Qualities

With the longitudinal control and stability augmentation system gains set at
their selected levels, a series of runs were made to select the most satisfactory

levels of lateral and directional control sensitivity and rate damping. Levels of

lateral sticl- sensitivity from L8L/Ix = 0.20 to 0.80 rad/sec2-in., total roll rate
draping from L /Ix = -2.10 to -8.40 per sec, pedal sensitivity from Nap/Iz = 0.08

to 0.16 rad/sec -in., and total yaw rate damping from Nr/Iz = -0.29 to -1.00 per

sec (all values at hover) were investigated.

The levels of lateral and directional control sensitivity and the corresponding

maximum control power and rate damping which were finally selected are shown in Figs.

43 through 48 for steady level flight conditions. For duct incidence angles corres-
ponding to hover and transition flight (30 S io  < 90 deg) it was found that
approxiraately twice the initial lateral control sensitivity and roll rate damping

was required (i.e., twice the gain KAaR in Fig. 34). The initial pedal sensitivity

at these duct angles was judged to be adequate, but the maximum yaw control power
of NMAX/IZ = 0.243 rad/sec2 in hover which resulted from full deflection of two
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vanes (30 deg) was estimated to be too low by a factor of two. Thus, to obtain
adequate maximum yaw control moments in hover of perhaps NMAX/IZ = 0.50 or

0.60 rad/sec2, would require the use of larger vanes and probably the addition of
vanes in the forward ducts as well as in the aft ducts. Because of the marginal
effectiveness of the vanes, it was difficult to observe the effects of changes in
the yaw rate damping gain KR on the handling qualities except near hover.
Nevertheless, it was found that the presence of at least a small amount of artificial
yaw rate damping helped alleviate pilot-induced motions of the aircraft during low-

speed maneuvers.

Figure 49 shows Cooper Pilot Opinion Ratings (Table VI) for flight at airspeeds
from hover to 180 ft/sec (106 knots) with and without the lateral-directional sta-
bility augmentation system operative for several locations of the center of gravity
of the aircraft. The center of gravity was moved forward and aft by 0.55 ft and
vertically by 0.40 ft from its nominal position (Fig. 2) in order to examine its
effect on the lateral-directional handling qualities. The pilot ratings were based
on a task which included continuation of flight at the indicated speed, maneuvering

and turns to a heading, transitions, and VTOL-type landings. For the aircraft with
the nominal location of the center of gravity, the pilot rating increased (became
less acceptable) with increasing velocity because of an increasing tendency to
oscillate and overshoot when rolling out of turns. Additionally, in the region

from 140 to 180 ft/sec the Dutch roll mode could be excited easily by normal control
inputs in steady level flight. By moving the center of gravity forward and up, the H
dihedral effect was reduced and the directional static stability increased, thereby
alleviating the'Dutch roll somehfat. As discussed previously, the roll rate sta-
bilization which was available decreased with decreasing duct incidence angle since Li
the source of roll control moment shifted from differential collective pitch to the
less effective vanes. It is apparent, therefore, that tandem ducted propeller
configurations which rely heavily on roll rate stabilization for adequate Dutch
roll damping would have marginal handling qualities for continuous flight at speeds
near the end of transition. However, the simulator studies indicated that these
handling qualities were satisfactory for transitions where the marginal areas were
encountered as transients during normal o;eration, rather than in prolonged flight.

Pilot ratings for the aircraft without roll rate and yaw rate stability augmenta-
tion are also showm in Fig. 49 for the most favorable location of the center of
gravity (forward and up). At low speeds the Dutch roll instability could be con-

trolled, but extreme difficulty was experienced in controlling heading and lateral
airspeed. As speed increased the frequency of the Dutch roll mode increased

rapidly, and although its time to double amplitude also increased the aircraft
would become uncontrollable after about five cycles at 40 knots. At high speeds the
frequency decreased with increasing airspeed but the aircraft could not be controlled

in turns. In view of these chracteristics, it is doubtful that the aircraft wzhich

was simulated could be landed safely following failure of the lateral-directional
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I stability augmentation system. A triplicated stability augmentation system would
have to be provided since a complete failure during a take-off or landing would result

I I in dangerous flight conditions. A dual channel system in which the pilot could test
and re-engage the channel which was still operative would be adequate for this
type of aircraft if the Dutch roll instability could be alleviated in the design

II of the aircraft (see discussion of dual and triplicated systems in Appendix G).

Figure 50 shows the lateral-directional root locations with the final sta-
bility augmentation system in steady level flight. Due to the combined effects
of roll rate and yaw rate stabilization, the Dutch roll mode was at least lightly
damped at all flight speeds. In addition, comparison of Figs. 26 and 50 shows that

V the net effect of roll rate and yaw rate stabilization was to increase the stability
of the roll convergence and spiral stability roots. Increasing the stability of
the spiral mode is not always desirable since it tends to reduce the performance
of the aircraft in entering turns.

The lateral-directional dynamics with stability augmentation for the criticalfj high-power take-off flight profile are shown in Fig. 51. The Dutch roll mode was
stable throughout the transition with the levels of roll rate and yaw rate stabiliza-
tion which was selected for the stability augmentation system.

The lateral-directional dynamics of the aircraft at the high-speed cruise

condition at both sea level and an altitude of 20,000 ft were found to be satis-
factory after the lateral control stick sensitivity and the roll rate damping were
increased to the levels shown in Figs. 43 and 44 (i.e., after the gain KA68 had
been doubled). The rolling parameter (i/Vs1) I#/v1 , which provides a measure of

I the ratio of roll angle to sideslip velocity, was calculated for steady level flight
conditions and is shown plotted against the reciprocal of the number of cycles required
to damp to half amplitude in Fig. 52. Although at the high altitude flight conditions
the points did not fall within the boundaries specified in MIL-F-8785 (ASG), the
pilots did not object to the magnitudes of the Dutch roll oscillations.

Runs were made at the high speeds at sea level with the phasing gains which
were finally selected and also wTith the exact gains required to eliminate control
coupling at sea level (see Figs. 53 and 54, and the discussion in Section VIII. C. 3.
of Appendix C). With the final gain program, considerable coupling existed at these
conditions and cross-controlling was required during maneuvers, although the amount
required was not believed to be objectionable. Insufficient time was available to
examine the coupling problem in detail; further research is recommended to establish
the maximm amount of cross-coupling which is tolerable under transition and cruise
flight conditions.
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4. Additional Handling Qualities Results

Several additional studies were conducted using the flight simulator to investi- -

gate factors which might be expected to affect the design of the control and stability
augmentation system and to explore changes which itght improve its performance.
Although none of these studies produced results which would alter the basic conclu-
sion that a programmed-gain system would be adequate for this type of aircraft,

the results are presented in this section since they are believed to be of general i-
interest in the design of tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft.

a. Effect of Steed Stability Derivative Mug/Iy

As shown in Section II.D.l.b., the effect on the stick-fixed dynamics of increas-
ing the stability derivative Mug/Iy at hover and low speeds is to decrease the
time to double amplitude and to decrease the period of the phugoid oscillation. In

the flight test program reported in Ref. 6 it was found that increasing Mug/ly
increased the levels of pitch rate damping and longitudinal control stick sensitivity
required for optimum handling qualities. Accordingly, a series of runs were made in
the present study to observe the effect of increasing Mug/Iy on +he longitudinal
dynamics and control response with and without simulated gusts. The results are
shown in the form of pilot ratings for hover and low speed flight in Fig. 55.

For the runs without gusts, increasing Mug/Iy from its basic value of
40.077 resulted in no adverse change in the dynamics until a value of approximately
+0.40 was reached; however, the large changes in stick position required to trim
with changing velocity became objectionable at values as low as 40.20. Increasing

Mug/Iy above 40.40 resulted in a noticeable shortening of the time to double ampuli-
tude, but the period remained long enough that the oscillations could be controlled.

Clearly, more longitudinal control sensitivity would be required and increased
damping would be helpful for acceptable handling qualities at large values of Mug/Iy.

The variation of pilot rating with Mug/Iy for the runs with simulated gust Jj
disturbances are also shown in Fig. 55. The gust disturbances were simulated by LI
the superposition of two sine waves on a steady wind of 20 ft/sec. The low frequency
sine wave had an amplitude of +12 ft/sec and a period of 6 sec, while the high fre-
quency sine wave had an amplitude of +2.8 ft/sec and a period of 1 sec. The gusts
caused the aircraft to pitch considerably, and the additional control motions which
were required had the side effect of exciting the lateral-directional modes. As
would be expected, the large control motions required to control the aircraft were
more objectionable when hovering in gusts than in still air. From these results and
the results of Ref. 6, it is inferred that handling qualities criteria expressed in jj
terms of pitch rate damping vs longitudinal control stick sensitivity are not gen-
erally applicable to all aircraft since the speed stability derivative Mug/Iy
and the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft are not taken into consideration,
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and that criteria of this type which are obtained in flight test- programs and simu-

lator studies under still air conditions will result in an underestimation of the

[j levels of damping and control sensitivity which are required for a given aircraft.

b. Effect of Lag in Pitch Control System

[1 The effect of a first-order lag in the pitch control system on the handling

qualities of the aircraft was investigated. A theoretical analysis of the effect

of a lag on the stick-fixed longitudinal dynamics is presented in Section VIII.B.3.
of Appendix B. In the flight simulator program the lag was in the forward loop,

as shown in Fig. 19, so that both longitudinal control stick input and pitch rateH stabilization were affected.

The variation of over-all pilot ratings with the lag time constant for flight[} in the speed range from hover to 106 knots is shown in Fig. 56. Values of the lag

* time constant TP from 0 to the extreme value of 1.0 sec were used. For these

rans only the three longitudinal degrees of freedom were simulated. The task

I included hovering, transitions, and constant speed approaches followed by flares.

At all values of the lag, no adverse effects on the stick-fixed dynamics were noted

(this observation is in agreement with the theoretical analysis which showed that

Ll in the absence of artificial pitch attitude stabilization, the effect of a lag is
actually slightly stabilizing; see Fig. 20). The lag in the response of the aircraft

to a longitudinal control stick input became objectionable for values of the time

constant above about 0.20 or 0.30 sec. Since the longitudinal control system for[1r
this type of aircraft would have an equivalent time constant of perhaps 0.05, it does

not seem as though lag will present a serious problem.

c. Effect of Lags in Lateral and Directional Control Systems

A similar investigation was conducted to determine the effect of first-order

lags in the lateral-directional control system on the handling qualities of the

aircraft. As in the case of the longitudinal control system, the lags were in the

forward loop (see Fig. 30) so that the lateral control stick and pedal inputs as

well as roll rate and yaw rate stabilization were affected.

Results of the flight simulator investigation are shown in Fig. 57. The task

for these runs was similar to that for the study of lags in the longitudinal control

system and also included six-degree-of-freedom maneuvering at hover and turns to a

[ heading. Values of the lags TR and Ty from 0 to 0.5 sec were used, with both lags

having the same value during a run. At low values of the lags (up to about 0.2 sec)

the lags in the response to lateral control stick and pedal inputs were noticeable

but were not objectionable. The aircraft was more difficult to control for precision

hovering, but as speed increased the adverse effect of the lags seemed to diminish.

At the extreme value of 0.5 sec large roll oscillations built up when attempting to
control lateral airspeed at hover. As speed increased it became increasingly
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d-ifficult to control heading, and the lightly damped Dutch roll mode was more diffi-
cult to damp out with the lateral control stick (the applied rolling moments tended.

to become in phase with the Dutch roll motion of the aircraft). I
The results of this brief study indicated that first-order lag time constants

less than about 0.1 sec would not have a significant effect on the lateral- I
directional handling qualities of the aircraft.

d. Effect of Lag in Collective Pitch Control I
The effect of a first-order lag in the collective pitch control on the handling

qualities at hover was also investigated. Values of the lag time constant up to 1.0
sec were used with a collective stick sensitivity of Zc/W = -0.093 g/in. The

ability of the pilot to control altitude precisely in hover was found to deteriorate

with increasing value of the lag time constant as indicated in Fig. 58, and some
difficulty was experienced in setting power for cruise in a partially converted con-

figuration. No difficulty was encountered due to lagging changes in longitudinal
pitch trim associated with the lagging thrust changes. The results indicated that

lags in the collective pitch control of less than about 0.20 or 0.25 sec are accept-

able for the low value of altitude damping of the tandem tilting ducted propeller

aircraft.

e. Effect of Crosswind on Approaches

In view of the apparent lateral-directional stability problems of this type of
aircraft, a brief study was conducted to determine the effects of a crosswind and

gusts on the handling qualities during approaches and STOL-type landings. The
approaches were at airspeeds of 40 and 20 knots at a rate of descent of 600 ft/min.,

which resulted in flight path angles of 8.5 and 16.5 deg, respectively. A steady

wind of 20 ft/sec from 0 deg (north) was used with simulated gust disturbances
having peaks of +6 and +12 ft/sec superimposed. The aircraft was flown over true
courses of 0, 45, and 90 deg. The results of the study are shown in Fig. 59.

Approaches at a speed of 40 knots without gusts were found to be affected
very little by the crosswind. Under these same steady wind conditions, approaches

at 20 knots became less satisfactory as the component of crosswind increased
because of the large crab angles required (the lateral angle between fuselage

centerline and direction of flight required to compensate for drift), and because
the maximum directional control power was barely sufficient to remove the crab

angle prior to touchdown. At this low speed and large crab angle it was found

more expedient to turn into the wind and land across the runway at a ground speed
of 8 knots rather than to remove the crab angle and land along the runway.

For the 40-knot approaches with gusts (Fig. 59), increasing the crosswind V
component resulted in a rapid deterioration of pilot rating. At a true course cf
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90 deg it was possible to maintain the approach path, but the pilot was constantly

required to use large control motions to damp out the Dutch roll mode which was

excited by the gusts. Although no quantitative results could be obtained, this

study indicated that normal operations under gusty conditions may be difficult for

VTOL aircraft having a lightly damped Dutch roll mode.

f. Miscellaneous Flight Simulator Results

I IThe six-degree-of-freedom simulation also provided an opportunity to evaluate

various modifications to the basic control system. The principal results of these

modifications are discussed in the following paragraphs.

As a possible means of improving the handling qualities of the aircraft in

H hovering turns, the longitudinal control stick was given limited authority to change

the duct incidence angle. Thus, when turning into the wind, the duct incidence

angle could be decreased by pushing the longitudinal control stick forward rather

than by actuating the duct incidence beeper switch. Several runs were made at a

gain of 2.5 deg of duct incidence angle per inch of longitudinal control stick

deflection. It was found that variation of pitch attitude of the aircraft during

hovering turns was reduced. Although the results were not fully conclusive, it is

believed that such a modification merits further -investigation.

The effect of a first-order lag in duct tilt rate on handling qualities was

investigated for a lag time constant of 0.5 sec. The only flight condition at which

the lag was apparent was during the flare following a constant speed approach. The

lag was successfully compensated for by initiating the flare at a slightly higher

altitude.

2 Various levels of pitch attitude stabilization from Me/Iy = 0 to -10.0 per2
sec were also investigated. Attitude stabilization corresponding to Me/Iy = -4.5
per sec in conjunction with the level of pitch rate damping which was finally

selected ( Mq/Iy = -2.2 per sec) was found.to result in a very slight improvement

in pitch attitude control during transitions. The pitch attitude stabilization

reduced the disturbances induced by changes in collective pitch. However, pitch

attitude stabilization appears to be unnecessary for aircraft of this type.

The effects of incorrect phasing on the handling qualities during transition

were investigated by setting the phasing gains GVL and Gpp at 50% of their correct

values. Decreasing GVL , i.e., decreasing the amount of vane deflection to approxi-

Lately 50% of that required to eliminate yawing moment due to a lateral stick input,

resulted in no degradation of performance at hover and at very low speeds since the

phasing gains are small at large duct angles (both GVL and GRp are zero at a

duct incidence angle of 90 deg). With increasing speed the amount of cross-control

required to maneuver increased. A similar effect was noticed for the runs during
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which Gsp was reduced to one-half of its correct value. At the higher speeds the

cross-control was quite apparent (right pedal caused left roll). Incorrect G13p

appeared to be more objectionable than incorrect Gyp , but the pilot ratings for

all runs were no worse than for the basic configuration with correct phasing (see

shaded area between 160 and 180 ft/sec in Fig. 49). It is believed that the

amount of control coupling which may be acceptable during transitions is considerable;

further research should be conducted, using qualified test pilots, to determine

criteria for the amount of roll-yaw coupling which will be acceptable.

5. Summary of Principal Results of Flight Simulator Program

The flight simulator program indicated that a relatively simple programmed-gain
control and stability augmentation system should provide satisfactory handling quali-

ties (pilot rating 3.5 or better) for the tandem tilting ducted propeller type of
aircraft. The same type of system should also be satisfactory for aircraft of this

type having less severe lateral-directional stability problems with the exception l
that programming of the roll rate stabilization gain might not be required. Because
of the flexibility which is available in the design of a programmed-gain system,

further improvements in handling qualities which might result from use of an adaptive V
control system would be expected to be small and unnecessary.

The Dutch roll instability of the basic aircraft which was simulated resulted
in unacceptable dynamic characteristics for emergency landings following a stability
augmentation system failure. A triplicated stability augmentation system with

automatic disengagement of the channel which failed, rather than a dual channel
system with pilot test and reset, would be required to insure against a complete
loss of stability augmentation during take-offs and landings. A dual channel sys-
tem would be adequate if the Dutch roll instability could be alleviated ii the I
design of the aircraft.

G. Comparison of Relative Weights and Costs of Alternate Stability
Augmentation Systems

A brief study of alternate systems for fulfilling the stability augmentation
requirements of tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft was conducted. Estimates
were made of the relative cost and weight of the basic programmed-gain system which
was found to provide adequate handling qualities, of a similar system in which the

pilot could manually adjust the level of roll rate damping, and of a rate-command
adaptive control system. In view of the Dutch roll handling qualities problem of

this type of aircraft following a stability augmentation failure, both duplicated
systems (in which the pilot would manually test and reset the operative channel)

and triplicated systems (in which the one failed channel would automatically be I
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disengaged) were considered. A detailed description of the methods used and block

diagrams of the systems studied are presented in Appendix G.

The principal results are shown in Figs. 60 and 61. As shown in Fig. 60,
a triplicated programmed-gain system was estimated to weigh approximately 1.37
times as much as the basic duplicated programmed-gain system (the least complex

type of system. capable of providing adequate handling qualities). Nome also that

a duplicated adaptive control system would weigh 1,60 times as much, and a tripli-

cated adaptive control system 2.19 times as much, as the basic duplicated programmed-

gain system. Figure 6. shows that the triplicated programmed-gain system was esti-

mated to cost 1.48 times as much as the basic duplicated programmed-gain system.
The corresponding cost factors for duplicated and triplicated adaptive control
systems were 1.30 and 1.92, respectively. The programmed-gain system with manual

pilot adjustment of roll rate gain was estimated to be slightly lower in weight
and cost than the basic system; however, it is improbable that such a system would

be more desirable than the basic programmed-gain system in view of the added work-

load on the pilot.

i3
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the results of theoretical analyses and flight simulator studies

of the tandem tilting ducted propeller VTOL transport, the following conclusions may

be drawn:

A. The control and stability augmentation requirements of this type of

aircraft are influenced primarily by the following stability and con- B
trol problems: (1) unstable or lightly damped Dutch roll character-

istics which vary widely with changing flight conditions, and which

are basically attributable to the large side force-curve-slopes of
the ducted propellers; (2) large changes in pitching moment required

to trim, due to the effect of changes in velocity and duct incidence

angle on the pitching moments on the ducts; and (3) difficulty in
obtaining an acceptable level of maximum yaw control power at hover

and low speeds, primarily due to the marginal effectiveness of the

control vanes in the exits of the ducted propellers.

B. The natural aerodynamic rate damping of this type of aircraft is small
compared with the levels of artificial rate damping which must be added

to achieve satisfactory handl.ing qualities. The longitudinal stability
of the aircraft at low speeds is similar to that of many operational

helicopters; handling qualities may be improved by the addition of pitch Li

rate stabilization. The Dutch roll stability may be improved most
effectively by increasing the static directional stability and decreas-

ing the effective dihedral in the design of the aircraft, and by the

addition of roll rate stabilization.

C. Rewatively simple variable-gain control and stability augmentation sys-
tems are required for tandem tilting ducted propeller transports having

unstable Dutch roll characteristics which vary widely with changing

flight conditions. Systems in which the control gains and roll rate
stabilization gain are programmed as functions of duct incidence angle

have the least complexity, lightest weight, and lowest cost of those Li
types of systems which will provide satisfactory handling qualities.
Constant roll rate stabilization gain should be satisfactory if the

Dutch roll damping is improved in the design of the aircraft.

D. Due to the Dutch roll problem, a triplicated stability augmentation

system may be required, rather than a duplicated system with pilot I
reset, in order to assure that a safe landing could be made following

a partial stability augmentation failure during take-off or landing. U
E. Equivalent first-order time lags up to 0.20 or 0.25 sec in the collec-

tive pitch control system, up to 0.20 or 0.30 sec in the longitudinal
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control system, and up to o.10 sec in the lateral and directional
control system will result in satisfactory handling qualities.

F. For aircraft of this type, cross-wind landing approaches in the
presence of gusts may be difficult because of the Dutch roll tendency
and the low maximum yaw control power at low speeds.

G. An analytical and flight simulator or flight test program should be
conducted to determine the maximum amount of lateral-directional control
coupling which may be tolerated during transitions and in cruise. The
maximum levels of roll and yaw control power and the maximum levels of
artificial roll rate and yaw rate stabilization which can be used are
dependent on the amount of coupling which is acceptable.
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VI. LIST OF SMBOLS

A Constant in Eq. (2), deg (rev/sec)2/in.

A.O-A 4  Coefficients of longitudinal characteristic equation without first-order lag
I I

AO-A 5  Coefficients of longitudinal characteristic equation with first-order lag

b Spanwise distance between centerlines of ducts, ft

bRE F  Lateral reference length, 58.3 ft

B Constant in Eq. (2), deg (rev/sec) 2 /in.

BO -B 4  Coefficients of lateral-directional characteristic equation without

first-order lags

B 0 -B 6  Coefficients of lateral-directional characteristic equation with first-

Li order lags

CI - C2  Aerodynamic parameters in Eq. (42)

L CI/ 2  Number of cycles to damp to half amplitude

C2  Number of cycles to amplify to double amplitude

CD Drag coefficient, drag force/qoS

jj CRolling-moment-coefficient slope of ducted propellers, rolling moment

per deg/qoSbREF

fl CL Lift coefficient, lift force/qoS

I CL, Lift coefficient slope, lift force per deg/qoS

CLQTAIL Lift coefficient slope of horizontal tail, lift force per deg/qoS

CYRFIN Side-force-coefficient slope of vertical tail, side force per deg/qoS

dF Distance from center of gravity of aircraft to axis of rotation of front

ducts, ft

dR Distance from center of gravity of aircraft to axis of rotation of rear

[ ducts, ft
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dsp Distance along propeller shaft from axis of rotation of duct to propeller

plane of rotation, ft

Dp Diameter of propeller, ft

em Empirical function of duct incidence angle in Eq. (8), ft

fIIf2 Fractions of correct lateral-directional control phasing gains in Eq. (47)

F(s) Laplace transform of a function F(t)

g Gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/sec2

g1 'g3  Empirical functions of local advance ratio J0 , in Eqs. (4) and (5)

92 Empirical function of effective duct incidence angle iD+ai  in Eq. (5)

GVL Lateral-directional control phasing gain, degrees differential vanes per

degree differential collective pitch

Gop Lateral-directional control phasing gain, degrees differential collective

pitch per degree differential vanes

h Altitude above sea level, ft

ho Initial altitude in transitions, ft1

h1, 2  Vertical distance from horizontal reference line through center of gravity
of aircraft to axis of rotation of forward ducts, ft

iD  Duct incidence angle with respect to horizontal reference line of aircraft, deg

Ix Moment of inertia in roll, slug-ft
2

Iy Moment of inertia in pitch, slug-ft
2

Iz Moment of inertia in yaw, slug-ft
2

Ixz Product of inertia, slug-ft2  LA

Imaginary number, 1/ li

Joi Advance ratio at ducted propeller i ,Vi/nOp
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Kc Collective stick gain, degrees of collective pitch per inch of collective

stick deflection

KCB Gain of collective pitch beeper switch, deg/sec

KO DNondimensional drag coefficient of ducted propeller i , Drag/pn 2D D

KiD Gain of duct incidence angle beeper switch, deg/sec

KL1  Nondimensional lift coefficient of ducted propeller i , Lift/pn2 D4

Kp Pitch rate stabilization gain, in.-sec/rad

KR Roll rate stabilization gain, in.-sec/rad

KT Nondimensional thrust coefficient of one ducted propeller, Thrust/pC 2DO

L Ky Yaw rate stabilization gain, in.-sec/rad

KYi Nondimensional side-force coefficient of ducted propeller i , Side-Force/pn 2 D

K/A8, Pedal gain, degrees of differential vanes per inch of pedal deflection

KABe Lateral control stick gain, degrees of differential collective pitch

per inch of lateral control stick deflection

Ksv Longitudinal control stick gain, degrees of vanes per inch of longitudinal

control stick deflection

K 8,8 Longitudinal control stick gain, degrees of differential collective pitch

per inch of longitudinal control stick deflection

1<8 Pitch attitude stabilization gain, in./rad

KI -K 4  Gains in attitude and altitude analog control circuits

Distance along horizontal reference line from center of gravity of aircraftV to axis of rotation of forward ducts, ft

L Rolling moment, ft-lb

LMAX Maximum rolling moment due to full lateral control stick deflection, ft-lb

m Mass of aircraft, slugs
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M Pitching moment, ft-lb

MMAX Maximum pitching moment due to full longitudinal control stick deflection,

ft -lb

n Propeller rotational speed, rev/sec

N Yawing moment, ft-lb

NMAX Maximum yawing moment due to full pedal deflection, ft-lb

p Roll rate, rad/sec

q Pitch rate, rad/sec

qe Dynamic pressure at duct exit, lb/ft
2

qo Dynamic pressure in free stream, lb/ft 2

r Yaw rate, rad/sec

S Distance along ground from initial point in transition, ft; also,
Laplace transform variable

S Reference area (total planform area of the four ducted propellers at

'D = 0, including adjacent fusela.e area between ducts 1 and 2,

and between ducts 3 and 4), 305 ft

t Time, sec

T Thrust, lb

Tt Total time of transition, sec

T1/2  Time to damp to half amplitude, sec

T2 Time to amplify to double amplitude, sec

U Velocity perturbation along x-axis (stability-axis system), ft/sec

v Velocity perturbation along y-axis (stability-axis system), ft/sec

V Velocity of center of gravity, ft/sec

Vi  Instantaneous velocity at ducted propeller i , ft/sec

4o T
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Ve Initial velocity, ft/sec

Vet Instantaneous velocity at horizontal and vertical tails, ft/sec

W Velocity perturbation along z-axis (stability-axis system), ft/sec

W Weight of aircraft, lb

x Stability axis pointing in direction of initial velocity vector (Fig. 75)

X Force in direction of X stability axis, lb

X2  Force in direction of X stability axis for right forward duct, lb

y Stability axis pointing out right side of aircraft, normal to X and Z
stability axes (Fig. 78)

Yt Length of the roll moment arm of horizontal tail, 18.5 ft

Y Force in direction of y stability axis, lb

Z Stability axis pointing downward from aircraft, normal to X and y
stability axes (Fig. 75)

ZFIN Vertical component of distance from the center of gravity to center of
pressure of vertical tail, 7.63 ft

Z Force in direction of z stability axis, lb

a Instantaneous angle of attack of fuselage, deg

ce Initial angle of attack of fuselage, deg

ai Local angle of attack at ducted propeller i , deg

at Local angle of attack of horizontal tail, deg

,a Instantaneous sideslip angle of fuselage, deg

Oc Collective blade pitch angle, deg

Oet Instantaneous sideslip angle of vertical tail, deg

)9i Local yaw angle at ducted propeller i , deg

4
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A a i  Roll-induced change in local angle of attack at ducted propeller i . deg

/n 8v Differential vane deflection angle (for lateral-directional control), deg

Differential collective blade pitch angle (for lateral-directional control), deg

8c Collective stick displacement, in.

8L Lateral control stick displacement, in.

8p Pedal displacement, in.

8s Longitudinal control stick displacement, in.

8V Vane deflection angle (for pitch control), deg

Differential collective blade pitch angle (for pitch control), deg

77 Correction factor for side force of rear ducts in Eq. (7), n = l'7 i+?7a

Damping ratio

9 Instantaneous pitch attitude of aircraft with respect to horizon, rad ]
ee Initial pitch attitude of aircraft with respect to horizon, rad

OF Angle between horizontal reference line of fuselage and a line through Li
center of gravity'and axis of rotation of forward ducts, deg

OR Angle between horizontal reference line of fuselage and a line through
center of grarity and axis of rotation of aft ducts, deg [I

X Root of chracteristic equation 1

A Parameter in Eq. (50) I

T Parameter in Eq. (50)

p Local ambient air density, lb-sec2 /ft i
p0  Ambient air density at sea level, lb-sec2/ft

4

0' Ratio of local ambient air density to density at sea level, p/po

Period of oscillation, 27r/w, sec
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I
T rFirst-order lag time constant in collective pitch control system, sec

7First-order lag time constant in ritc control system, sec

rR First-order lag time constant in roll control system, sec

T Y First-order lag time constant in yaw control system, sec

0 Roll angle, rad

w Damped frequency of oscillation, rad/sec

Wn Undamped natural frequency of oscillation, rad/sec

Subscripts

Denotes local conditions at a particular ducted propeller ( 1 and 2
refers to left and right front ducts, respectively; i = 3 and 4 refers

to left and right rear ducts, respectively)

p,q,r Denotes partial derivative of a parameter with respect to the subscript

U,v,W shown (e.g., roll rate damping Lp z aL/ap )
etc.

Superscripts

-- Denotes Laplace transform of a variable

. Denotes the differential operator with respect to time, d/dt

L.
L
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TABLE 'IV

SUMMARY OF EFFECTS OF IIDIVIDUAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
ON THE LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DYNAMICS IN THE

TRANSITION SPEED RANGE

No Stability Augentation

Stable jW Unstable

f Dutch Roll Mode

Roll Convergence Mode Spiral Stability Mode

Stability EFFECT ON ROOT LOCATIONS*

Derivative

Roll Convergence Spiral Stability I Dutch Roll

Lp/Ix - Strong - Moderate -- Strong

Lr /I x  Negligible - Very Slight Negligible

Lv/Ix -- Moderate -- Very Slight / Very Strong

Np/Iz --.- Very Slight - Very Slight $ Very Slight

Nr/Iz - Moderate - Strong t Small

Nv/Iz --- Moderate -- Very Slight Moderate

Yv / m -4-- Small Negligible .- Small

Arrows indicate direction in which roots move for

increasing values of the derivatives (150% of their

nominal values).
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TABLE V

SUMMARY OF PILOT TRAIIIING AND EXPERIfCE

Pilot A

Research Engineer, B.S. and M.S. in Aeronautical Engineering
Commercial Pilot Certificate
Total Flight Time - 350 hours
Total Instrument Time - 20 hours
Total Helicopter Time - 0 hours

Total Fixed-Wing Time - 350 hours
Total Tandem-Ducted VTOL Simulator Time - 80 hours

Pilot B

Engineering Test Pilot

Commercial Pilot Certificate; Airplane, Helicopter, Multi-Engine, and Instrument Ratings
Total Flight Time - 4340 hours
Total Instrument Time - 250 hours

Total Helicopter Time - 2275 hours
Total Fixed-Wing Time - 2065 hours

Total Tandem-Ducted VTOL Simulator Time - 3 hours

Pilot C

Engineering Test Pilot, B.S. in Civil Engineering
Commercial Pilot Certificate; Airplane, Helicopter, and Multi-Engine Ratings
Total Flight Time - 3500 hours
Total Instrument Time - 50 hours
Total Helicopter Time - 2500 hours

Total Fixed-Wing Time - 1000 hours
Total Tandem-Ducted VTOL Simulator Time - 2 hours
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VIII. APPEDIXES

APPEUDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF AERODYNPMIC, MASS, AND DETA

CHARACTERISTICS OF TE AIRCRAFT

Details of the hypothetical 35,000-lb tandem tilting ducted propeller VTOL

aircraft which was used as a basis for this study are shown in Figs. 2 and 62.

This configuration was scaled up from a i/T-scale wind tunnel model for which

unpublished aerodynamic data were obtained from the NASA Langley Research Center.

The data were modified and supplemented by the Research Laboratories using theoreti-

cal estimates and data from other sources.

Control moments were obtained from differential thrust of the ducted propellers

and from flap-type vanes in the exits of the rear ducts. In hovering, differential

vane deflection (left and right) provided yaw control and differential propeller
pitch (fore and aft) provided roll control. In forward flight, roll and yaw control

was provided by combinations of differential propeller blade pitch and differential
vanes. In high speed conventional flight, rolling moment was derived primarily

from differential vanes and yawing moment was derived primarily from differential

collective pitch. At high flight speeds, pitching moment was derived entirely from
the vanes. Constant-speed propellers were assumed; the propeller collective pitch

provided control of altitude in hover and of power in forward flight.

The moments of inertia which were used for the full-scale 35,000-lb airplane
are shown in Fig. 2. Although the roll moment of inertia I X was relatively small,

it was estimated that moving the rear ducts outboard a distance equal to one-half
the diameter of. the duct would increase Ix approximately 20%. The effect of

changing the moment of inertia in roll on the lateral-directional dynamics of the

aircraft is discussed in Section III.D.2.b.

1. Simulation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Aircraft

The aerodynamic data for the configuration used in this study were obtained in

model tests conducted by HASA in support of the evaluation by the Government of the

Tri-Service VTOL Transport proposals. The data for this and other tandem ducted
propeller configurations of the same aircraft have subsequently been published in

Ref. 1. The 1/7-scale model was powered by four ducted propellers. Each duct

contained a variable-speed electric motor which drove a fixed-pitch (blade angle

I5
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of 18 deg at 0.75 R) propeller. Lift, drag, and pitching moment of the model were
measured at several duct incidence angles for power settings corresponding to
unacceleratea, 1/4 g acceleration, and 1/4 g deceleration flight conditions. In

addition, side force, rolling moment, and yawing moment were measured for unacceler-

ated level flight in partially converted configurations. Since aerodynamic data

for ascending or descending transition flight conditions were not available, addi- |
tional calculations were made by UAC to supplement the longitudinal and lateral-
directional data to include the effects of angle attack.

a. Ducted Propellers

The ducted propellers were simulated on the analog computer in the form of
nondimensional propeller force coefficients for each duct. For a given duct, the
coefficients were based on the local advance ratio and inclination of the flow

relative to the duct (obtained by adding the local induced velocities resulting
from pitch, yaw, and roll rates to the free-stream velocity). In order to simulate
the ducts over a wide range of inflow conditions, generalized empirical functions for
the force coefficients KL , KD Y and Ky were formulated for a ducted propeller using
as guides the data from a large number of tests (Refs. 2, 3, and 14). The general

functions were then fitted to aerodynamic data for the HASA configuration without
horizontal and vertical tails while making allowances for the effect of the fuse- V
lage. This method of simulation permitted the effects of aerodynamic interference

to be included and also permitted the effects of linear and angular velocities of

the aircraft on the aerodynamic forces and moments to be calculated directly by the U
analog computer.

An examination of data for ducted propellers having variable-pitch propellers

showed that changing blade pitch angle at constant rotational speed had little effect
on the normal force of the duct but resulted in a change in axial force iwhich was
approximately proportional to the pitch change. For the three-blade ducted propeller U
design of the N1ASA configuration the following expression was used:

aKT/IC = 0.015 per deg (3)

The lift coefficient used in the simulation of one duct had the form

ii

KLi= .47 + 91 + - (C 84- AB9 -18.0 sin (io+ai) (4)

i
10. api
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where g, is an empirical function of the local advance ratio as shown in Fig. 63,
and aKT/ c is a constant given by Eq. (3). The subscript i (i = 1 and 2 for
the left and right front ducts, respectively; i = 3 and 4 for the left and right
rear ducts, respectively) denotes quantities applying only to the duct for which

KLi is being calculated. The signs of 8, and A80 depend on the location of

duct i on the aircraft. Figure 64 shows the variation of KLi with iO+ai

for the case in which the blade angle of the propeller is equal to 18 deg. The

figure also shows a portion of the wind tunnel data for the NASA configuration. The

variation of KLi with the sine of i0 +ai neglects a 2 or 3% loss in lift due

to lip-stall which was apparent in the data at values of iD+ai near 90 deg,

that is, when the axis of duct -was nearly normal to the local flow direction. The

full-scale effects of lip-stall could not be determined from the wind tunnel data
because of the low test Reynolds numbers but would be expected to be smaller than

those which were measured.

The drag coefficient used in the simulation of one duct had the form

dK T

K 2 g [0.570 + 0.00942(OD + +Z )] - [,G,± 8, ± A8,8 - 18.0 OS OsD +ca 0 (5)

In Eq. (5), g2  and g3  are empirical functions of i0+ai and Jo.
respectively, as shown in Fig. 65, and dKT/alC is a constant given by Eq. (3).
Again, the functions and constants of Eq. (5) were determined by fitting the equation
to the data.

The side force coefficient of each of the front ducts was determined to have
the form

2 r 3 -5 . 21
KY, 2  -O, 2 0.024i + 0.26810) (iD+al, 2 ) + 0.334(10) (iD+ al,2) JI, 2 (6)

where Jo1 .2 is the local advance ratio of the duct and 81,2 is the local yaw
angle at the front ducts. The linear variation of K Y, 2  with local yaw angle at
the duct is in good agreement with the wind tunnel data,' which were available only
for the range -15 : 5112:5 +15 deg. Figure 66 shows the variation of Kye,,2
with i0 +a 1,2 , as given by Eq. (6), and a portion of the wind tunnel data for
the !TASA configuration. Because of the effects of blockage by the fuselage and the
interference of the slipstreams of the forward ducts on the rear ducts, to obtain
the side force on the rear ducts it was necessary to multiply the side force of the
forward ducts by an interference correction factor determined from the wind tunnel
data. Hence, the side force coefficient for each of the rear ducts used in the
simulation had the form

i- 55
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KY3 4  J 3 4 [0.0241 + 0.286(10) (iD + a3,4)+0.334(10) (iD+ a3,4) 13,4(7)

i

As shown in Fig. 67, the empirical correction factor 77 was found to be the sum of

a function WiD of the angle of incidence of the ducts and a function i7a of the
angle of attack of the fuselage. For each test condition of the ITASA model
in which the tails were removed, the correction factor 77 was determined from the

ratio of the side force on the front ducts to the side force on the rear ducts.

The ratio of side forces was calculated from the total side force and yawing moment

while assuming that the forces acted at the hub of the propeller. Since in reality H
the lateral center of pressure of the ducts did not remain at the hub of the propeller,

the actual side force on each individual duct deviates slightly from the value given

by Eqs. (6) and (7). However, the total side force and yawing moment of the aircraft fl
agree with the data at the test conditions since the correction factor 77 was obtained

by matching the side force given by Eqs. (6) and (7) to the wind tunnel side force
and yawing moment data. i

The moments produced by the ducts about all axes were calculated by the analog

computer by summing the moments of the forces on the individual ducts with appro-

priate correction terms determined from the wind tunnel data to account for inter- [
ference effects. For example, the pitching moment contribution of the right forward

duct (i = 2) about the center of gravity takes the form fl

M - Z 2[91 + d Spco CSiD1] + X 2 [h 1,2 - d5 S sin I DI + 0.25 Wem (8) f

where Z 2 and X2 are the forces on the duct in the body axes system. Then,

Z2-0- 24 [KLCOSa2+ KD~sIna 2 ] (9)

and

op [ D4KL2 sin a2 -KD2 COS a2 ] (10)

In Eq. (8) the forces X2 and Z2 were assumed to act at the hub (the intersection

of the plane of the propeller and the axis of rotation of the propeller). The
moment arm of each force about the center of gravity therefore is comprised of two

parts: (1) the horizontal 11.2 or vertical h1, 2  component of distance from j

56 ]
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the center of gravity to the axis of rotation of the duct, and (2) the appropriate

component of the distance along the propeller shaft between the axis of rotation of

the duct and the hub of the propeller. The term e m in Eq. (8) was a correction

which was calculated from the wind tunnel data to take into account the moment

about the hub (due to the fact that in reality the forces X2 and Z 2 did not

act at the hub). The wind tunnel data indicated that em could be approximated
by a function of duct incidence angle io  (Fig. 68). Figure 69 shows the varia-

tion pitching moment required to trim with velocity for the NASA wind tunnel model.

Similarly, the side force on the right forward duct is given by

where the side force coefficient Ky2  is given by Eq. (6). The yawing moment

[I contribution of the right front duct is

D aC O (12)

where the moment arm ,A,2  is the same as that used for the pitching moment contri-
_Ii bution.

i Because of the large interference effects, the rolling moment of the ducted
ii propellers could not be simulated by the technique used for the pitching and yawing

moments in which the contribution of each duct was calculated separately. Equation
(13) shows the form of the rolling moment contribution of the four ducted propellers
as used in the simulation:

a-p 0  2 4 KT

LDUCTS 2-i- SbREFC n2 D 4 aK bsiniDA

-apo2D4b r KL 1,2  -+ KL 3 ,4 a)Aa24(3-Ppo p [sin(iD+QIi,2) sin (iD+a 3 ,4 )]ICOS I

-17,030 [I -0.083V] p

The coefficient of rolling moment due to yaw angle Cj was taken directly from the
data and was found to be satisfactorily represented by a function of duct incidence
angle (Fig. 70). The third term of Eq. (13) accounts for the roll damping of the

ducts due to the roll-induced angle of attack at the ducts. The term A a2.4 is
the change in angle of attack of the right ducts in radians due to the roll induced
velocity and is approximated by
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AaL =tan-, Fw+ 0.5bp ton-( (14)
A2,4 -ta u I a -(i

Tne last term of Eq. (13) accounts for the roll damping of the ducts due to changes

in the local advance ratio resulting from roll-induced velocities at the ducts.

This term is significant only for flight conditions near hover and was set equal

to zero for V > 12 ft/sec.

Control moments were produced by systematically changing the blade angle of
the propellers; differential changes of blade angle fore and aft produced pitching

moments while differential changes left and right produced rolling and yawing
moments. As a result of the previous assumption that changes in the propeller
pitch angle alter only the axial force, the effectiveness of the controls may be J
written as :

aiM/a 3  -2c-pon 2 [ 4 aKT [dFsin(iD +F) + d sin(iD+eR)] (15)

aL/8A8p 2apon 2 Dp 4 C b sin io  (16)

aN/aAs8 2o-pon D b cos iD (17)

The distances dF and dR are the distances between the center of gravity of the

aircraft and the axis of rotation of the front and rear ducts, respectively; 8F
and eR are the angles between the horizontal centerline of the fuselage and the
lines joining the center of gravity and the axes of rotation of the front and rear

ducts (both angles are positive); and b is the lateral distance between the center- j
lines of the ducts. The value of aKT/cac is given by Eq. (3). The direct
dependence of the effectiveness of the differential collective pitch controls on
altitude ( o- is reduced to nearly 0.5 at 20,000 ft) and on the square of the rotational j
speed should be noted. Also, the origin of control coupling between roll and yaw
at duct incidence angles other than 0 and 90 deg is indicated in Eqs. (16) and (17). -

The variation of control effectiveness of the ducted propellers with velocity in j
steady level flight is shown in Fig. 71.
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b. Control Vanes

The vanes were flap-type control surfaces located in the exits of the rear
ducts (Fig. 62). The effectiveness of the vanes was calculated using a normal
force coefficient in conjunction with a reference area and the dynamic pressure
at the exit of the duct. The coefficient of the force normal to the axis of the
duct due to deflection of one vane was determined from the limited amount of wind
tunnel data available to be 0.0475 per deg. The force was then calculated by multi-

plying this coefficient by the reference area of 18 ft2 (the area of the vane not
including the area of the centerbody which was intersected) and the exit dynamic
pressure. Simple momentum theory results in the following expression which was
used to calculate the exit dynamic pressure as a function of the inflow condition2s
and thrust coefficient of the ducted propeller, assuming that the slipstream was
fully expanded to free-stream static pressure over the entire vane:

qe qL + Cosi -( + - - 24  + (18)

Differential operation of the left and right vanes A v provided roll and yaw

control in transition flight, while at low duct incidence angles deflection of the

vanes in the same direction 8 v provided pitch control of the aircraft. Each vane
was simulated separately on the analog computer so that all control moments result-
ing from pilot inputs could be calculated based on the instantaneous flight condi-
tion of the aircraft. The variation of control effectiveness of the vanes with
velocity for steady level flight is shown in Fig. 72. As shown in Fig. 72, the
control derivative LASv/Ix was positive while NA~v/1z was negative, but from
Fig. 71 both LAsh/Ix and NA8./Iz of the ducted propellers were positive.
Because of this fact, differential deflection of the vanes and propeller pitch
could be phased or mixed to alleviate control coupling in roli and yaw during
transition flight.

c. Fuselage, Horizontal Tail, and Vertical Tail

The aerodynamic simulation of the fuselage was based on data obtained in drag
clean-up tests conducted by NASA. Figure 73 shows the lift and drag coefficients
of the fuselage, for the angle-of-attack range -12 s a <_ 20 deg, that were
measured with the ducts and tail assembly removed. At an angle of attack of zero
deg the equivalent drag area of the full-scale fuselage was approximately 10.7 sq ft.
The simulation also included estimated values of pitching moment, side force, and
yawing moment coefficient for the fuselage.
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The horizontal tail panels, which had a total area of 126 sq ft, were mounted
outboard of the rear ducts (Fig. 2) and remained fixed relative to the fuselage

during rotation of the ducts. For this aircraft configuration, interference caused
by impingement of the slipstream of the forward duct on the tail was minimized since

the tail panels were located at a spanwise station outboard of the forward ducts.

The lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients obtained from the wind tunnel data

were programmed on the computer as a function of the local angle of attack at each

of the two tail panels. The initial lift-curve slope of the tail was approximately

0.02 per deg based on the reference area of the airplane (305 sq ft). Stall of

the tail occurred at an angle of attack of approximately 25 deg. The forces on

the tail were calculated by the computer for the local angle of attack at each tail
panel; therefore, the contribution of the horizontal tail to rolling moment due to

roll rate and yaw rate was

-2 -2

LTAIL = -0.5 O0oS CLaTrA L y Vet P + O'PoS CLTAIL Yt Vet r (19)

where yt is the length of the roll moment arm of the horizontal tail (yt = 18.5 ft).

Initially the tail was equipped with full-span, 40%-chord elevators. However, a i
completely fixed tail was used for most of the simulator program because the eleva-

tors were found to be relatively ineffective for pitch control, even at cruise

flight conditions, as compared with the vanes. [
The vertical tail of the full-scale aircraft had an area of 97 sq ft. Compari-

son of the wind tunnel data for the model with and without the vertical tail showed

large interference effects apparently due to the slipstream from the ducted pro-
pellers. As a result, the slope of the side force coefficient CYj FIN of the

vertical tail was programmed as a function of duct incidence angle on the computer

as shown in Fig. 74. The resulting form of the side force acting on the vertical L
tail, which includes the effects of roll rate induced velocities, is given by

IF CY~ [V ' 'Ge + ZFI Ve Pl (20)

here ZFIN  is the vertical component of distance fro .the center of gravity to
the center of pressure of the vertical tail ( ZFIN = 7.63 ft) . Thne roling and
yawing moment contributions of the vertical tail were then obtained by multiplying

YFIN by the appropriate r!oment arms.

6
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2. Discussion of Analog Computer Simulation

fIn the simulation of the tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft the complete
nonlinear equations of motion were solved on the analog computer aloag with the aero-
dynamic and propulsion calculations. Assuming mirror symmetry of the aircraft with

f respect to the X- Z plane, the equatiors of motion in the body axis system reduce
to Eqs. (21) to (26).

u +i +qw-rv+gsi n e x/m (21)

[j

+ru -pw-gsin4cosO = Y/m (22)

[1

H + pv- qu'-gcos Scos = z Z/m (23)

I xz __-__ z

l+ (p2--r )--y +pr. - M/Iy (24)
IY ILIIJ

0(r + pq) Iz+ rq IzIY /, (25)Ix I

P+ (qr- ) -Iz + qp ' Zz N / ,z  (26)

The forces X. Y and Z are the total aerodynamic and propulsive forces on the
aircraft in the body axis system. The moments L , M, and N are the total moments
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about the center of gravity of the aircraft, also in the body axis system.

The representative transition flight profiles along which detailed studies of I
the dynamics of the aircraft were made were calculated using the longitudinal three-
degree-of-freedom unpiloted simulation. Constant duct tilt rates and high-gain
control circuits were used to maintain the attitude and flight path of the aircraft U
in order to obtain flight profile repeatability. At selected points along each

profile (usually in increments of 20 ft/sec), all of the flight variables

(velocity components, control positions, etc.) were recorded by setting the computer

in the "hold" mode of operation. Subsequently the flight variables at each point
were entered in the computer while in the "initial condition" mode of operation.

The aerodynamic derivatives were then calculated by varying, one at a time, each
of the linear and angular velocity components over a small range about its nominal
value while recording the variation of all the force and moment components. For

example, the speed stability derivative Mu was calculated by varying the longi- 1
tudinal component of velocity U by plus and minus 10 ft/sec about the nominal
value u0 while simultaneously plotting pitching moment M versus U . The value
of the derivative was then obtained by measuring the slope of the curve. The

effectiveness of the controls (Figs. 71 and 72) were obtained at each point in a

similar manner. Results showing the variation of longitudinal and lateral-

directional stability derivatives with velocity during steady level flight for

the nominal location of the center of gravity are shown in Tables I and II.
The values of the derivatives Lv/Ix and Nv/Iz with the center of gravity

moved forward 0.55 ft and up 0.40 ft are also shown in Table II.

i6
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APPENDIX B

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF WNGITUDINAL DYNAMICS

A discussion of the principal methods used in the theoretical analysis of the
longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft is presented in this Appendix. The complete

longitudinal three-degree-of-freedom characteristic equation is derived and the

interpretation of roots by means of a root-locus diagram is described. Changes
in the longitudinal-characteristic equation to account for the effects of lags1. in the longitudinal stability augmentation system are also discussed.

[1 1. Longitudinal Characteristic Equation

The generalized equations which describe the perturbed motion of an aircraft
or helicopter about its initial flight path may be written in the following form:

XU~U + XWW + Xqb - [mg cos (ee +ae)]e-I 8 6=: (27)

ZoU + ZwW + Zq 6 -Mg sin (8e+ae)]8-m(W-Ve6) ; (28)

MuU + MwW + Mq6 +M 9 8 ye =0 (29)

Following conventional nomenclature (see, for example, Ref. 15), X , Z , and M
are the forces and pitching moment in the X, y , Z stability axis system;
U and w are the velocity perturbations in the x and Z directions, respectively,
and e is the angular perturbation about the y axis. The initial attitude of
the aircraft and the magnitude and direction of the initial flight path vector are
described by 1e , ae , and Ve as shown in Fig. 75 (note that ae is positive
in a climb).

Equations (27) through (29) differ from the conventional small-perturbation
equations of motion in that they include the terms m o  and mW o which account
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for arbitrary initial acceleration conditions along the X and Z axes. Under the
hypothetical condition that the coefficients of the equations remain constant

(i.e., that the stability derivatives of the aircraft do not vary during the
ensuing motion), and assuming that the initial accelerations are small so that the
perturbations in U, W, and e also remain small, these equations would accurately

describe the motion of the aircraft even for nonequilibrium initial flight condi-
tions. As mentioned in the following paragraphs, these and several other assump-
tions implicit in the small perturbation equations of motion are not completely
satisfied for some flight conditions encountered by VTOL aircraft, particularly
during rapid transitions. At these conditions the characteristic equation derived
from the equations of motion is useful as an indication of the quasi-steady state

of the stability of the aircraft, but analog computer techniques must be used if
accurate dynamic response information is required.

From a purely mathematical standpoint, introduction of arbitrary initial
acceleration conditions does not affect the derivation of the characteristic

equation. The terms m6 0  and mw o contribute only a constant "particular
solution" to the equations, while the "homogeneous solution," which is the por-
tion of the total solution which contains the independent variable time, is

unaffected. The "homogeneous solution" of the equations of motion consists of
terms of the form ext ; upon stubstituting and dividing the force equations by
the mass of the aircraft m and the moment equation by the moment of inertia Iy
the following set of simultaneous algebraic equations are obtained:

(--- )u +- W W + (-aXx-gcos(e+ae))e =o (30)

- U + (- W +([Z + Ve] X-g sin(e+ ae))80 (31) [}

mug 1  M~g +
g U + I M W + tq \2 0 (32)g Ty" g TY I Iy

In order for a solution to exist, the determinant of the coefficients must be
equal to zero:
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m- - X) XW (.M~-X gCOS (ee +ae))

m -- + VeJ X - g s in (e+ae)1 0m 
(33)

Mug M g / Mq 2\ly g ly -y T -Y

J Expansion of the determinant then yields the complete three-degree-of-freedom

longitudinal characteristic equation:

O: +T m y

Mwg Zq I Zw Mq +X u Mq + X u Z w+ Ty --- +Vle) -+mT nz

I Xq Mug X w Z u .  Me
r g m y mm r

Mwg Xw Z u Mq I Xq Z u Mwg
sin(e+ae)+m m Ty g m m Iy

+Mug COs( a + Xu M + *w me JX! ~I r-ycsne  e Iy m Iy

+ I-sinX(e+a,)(u Mwg Xw M-ug CMug Z W  Zu Mwgl
, -I m YU -cos(Be+ae) L) m m M M

+ x Zu Me _ Xu meZw]M mm Iy m Iy "m-I

As mentioned previously, the stability derivatives in Eq. (34) are in the stability-
axis system. In the present study an IBM TO90 digital computer program was written

which would accept the initial conditions and stability derivatives in the body-axis
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system, convert to the stability-axis system derivatives, calculate the coefficients
of the characteristic equation, and solve for the roots using a root-extraction
program which had previously been prepared at the UAC Research Laboratories.

At this point it would be worthwhile to mention the assumptions which are
implicit in Eq. (34) and to re-emphasize the conditions under which it is valid. 

1. It is assumed that the perturbations in u , w, and e are small so that the
rigorous equations of motion may be linearized. I

2. It is assumed that the stability derivatives are independent of time. This
is equivalent to assuming that the stability derivatives are not functions I
of the dependent variables u, w , and e, and that the geometry of the
aircraft remains unchanged for the length of time during which the pertur-
bations are of interest (i.e., constant duct incidence angle in the present
case).

3. It is assumed that coupling between the longitudinal and lateral-directional
motions is negligible.

4. When the flight conditions are such that the above three assumptions are valid,
then the characteristic equation accurately describes the motion of the aircraft.
Thus for the present application to a VTOL aircraft, the roots of Eq. (34)
accurately describe the dynamic characteristics at equilibrium flight conditions,
while at nonequilibrium flight conditions such as in transitions the roots
serve only as indicators of the quasi-steady state of the stability of the
aircraft. Nevertheless, this information is useful since it indicates approxi-
mate divergence rates and periods of oscillation.

The transfer functions for pitching response to a longitudinal control stick
input and for altitude response to a collective pitch stick input all have the
characteristic equation as their denominator (see Appendix D).

2. Longitudinal Root-Locus Diagrams

A convenient technique used by control systems analysts in determining the
closed-loop dynamic response characteristics of a system is the root-locus diagram. U
As indicated in Refs. 16 and 17, root-locus diagrams may also be used to analyze
the effect of varying the individual stability derivatives, mass, and moment of
inertia on the stability characteristics of the aircraft. In the present investi- i
gation the root-locus technique was used for these purposes and in addition was
used to analyze the stability changes over continuous flight profiles, to determine

the effect of varying the gains and lags in the stability augmentation system on
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the stick-fixed dynamics of the aircraft, and to a lesser extent to calculate the
closed-loop responses of the aircraft to control inputs (the analog computer pro-

gram was used as the primary method for assuring that the closed-loop control responses
were satisfactory).

The roots of the characteristic equation are a direct indication of the rate

of convergence or divergence of the motion of the aircraft following a disturbance,

and if the motion is oscillatory, of the frequency and period of the oscillation.
The roots may be real, imaginary,-or complex, and may have positive or negative
real parts. Imaginary and complex roots always occur in conjugate pairs. Since
the characteristic equation was derived assuming solutions of the form e , the

presence of a negative real root indicates that the perturbation subsides as time

increases while a positive real root indicates that the perturbation amplifies.
Similarly, a pair of conjugate complex roots indicates an oscillation which either

subsides or amplifies, depending on whether their real part is negative or positive,

respectively.

For a real positive root, the time to double amplitude in seconds is given by

ST2 .693 (35)X

Hand for a real negative root the time to halve amplitude in seconds is given by

[T-. 6693 (36)

1 The conjugate imaginary and conjugate complex roots may be written in the following

form:

- - JW (37)

In Eq. (37) is tle damping ratio, w,. is the undamped natural frequency in rad/sec,

T and w is the damped frequency in rad/sec. The period of the motion contributed by
this root is r = 2ir/w in seconds. If the real part - Wn is positive the

oscillation is unstable and will double amplitude in a time

6
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.693 (38)

while if the real part - wn  is negative the oscillation is stable and will damp
to half amplitude in a time D

-.693 (39)

-awn U
All of the roots calculated for a given flight condition may be plotted on a

root-locus diagram in which the ordinate is an imaginary axis and the abscissa

is a real axis. Figure 76 is an example of a root-locus diagram showing four roots
(a complex conjugate pair, and positive and negative real roots). Only the upper
half of the diagram is shown, as is the usual case, since the lower half is merely H
a mirror image. Note that the stable side is to the left of the vertical axis

while the unstable side is to the right. Also note the vertical lines of constant
time to halve and double amplitude, the sloping lines of constant damping ratio, U
and the semicircles of constant undamped natural trequency.

Since the longitudinal characteristic equation for the tandem tilting ducted jj
propeller VTOL is a quartic, there are always four roots. Figure 77 illustrates
the manner in which the longitudinal root locations vary for steady level flight
over a wide range of speeds. Note that at the high cruise speed the dynamics con- -
sist of a moderately damped, high frequency oscillation, and a well damped, low
frequency (long period) oscillation, corresponding to the usual short-period and
phugoid modes of fixed-wing aircraft, respectively. The phugoid mode consists of j
an oscillation in speed and pitch attitude (with respect to the horizon) at essen-
tially constant angle of attack. The classical short-period mode consists of an
oscillation in angle of attack at constant speed; however, since angle of attack
is related to the velocity components by tan a= - , it is convenient toU
think of the short-period mode in terms of oscillations of u and W. As speed
is decreased from cruise, the phugoid mode increases in frequency and becomes
unstable while the short-period mode decreases in frequency until at zero damped

frequency the roots split, one going to the origin and one going in the direction
of the negative axis. At hover, the root which is on the negative axis is a measure
of the time required for a perturbation in U to subside, while the root at the
origin indicates that since the height damping is negligible a perturbation in W
will neither amplify nor subside. In this report the two sets of roots are referred
to as the short-period mode and the phugoid mode according to their root locations
at high speeds. Thus the two aperiodic roots at hover are referred to as the

short-period mode even though at low speeds the period of the phugoid mode is I
shorter.
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3. Effects of Lags in Stability Augmentation System

The effects on the three-degree-of-freedom stick-fixed dynamics of lags in the

stability augmentation system were also studied using the root-locus technique. A
first-order lag was assumed as an approximation to the total transfer function of
the control system hardware. For purposes of calculating the stick-fixed dynamics
the lag may be assumed to be in either the forward loop or the feedback loop.
The control system model shown in Fig. 19 was used.

If the longitudinal characteristic equation (Eq. (34)) without stability aug-
mentation and without lag is calculated to be

A4 X' + A3 X3 + A2 X+ X AX+ Ao = 0 (40)

then the characteristic equation with a stability augmentation system having a
first-order lag rp was derived to be

A,' + A. 4 + A + A2 X 2 + A +Ao: o (41)

Thus the order of the characteristic equation is increased from fourth-order to
fifth-order. The coefficients of the new characteristic equation may be easily
calculated from the coefficients of Eq. (40) using the following relationships:

AA5 = rpA 4

1.
A4 = A4 + rpA3

L KA KM8R
A,' = A3 + TPA2 - f y~pK

I A' A 2 + TpA, - " (K -KpC,)K8,8

A: = A, + rPA° - y- (K P C
2 - KCj) KS (42)IY

A,, = Ao - y K

zw Xu
M +

c , m +

Xu zw Xw Zu
C2  m M -- --
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In Eq. (42), MS,/Iy is the pitching moment effectiveness of the differential
collective pitch in rad/sec2-deg, KSp is the longitudinal stick gain in deg/in.,
Kp is the pitch rate stabilization gain in in.-sec/rad, K8 is the attitude
stabilization gain in in./rad, and rp is the first-order lag time constant in sec.
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APPETDIX C

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DYNAMICS

This Appendix contains a discussion of the methods used in the theoretical
-.-nalysis of the lateral-directional dynamics of the aircraft. The complete lateral-

directional three-degree-of-freedom characteristic equation is derived and the
lateral-directional root-locus diagram is discussed. Changes in the lateral-

directional characteristic equation to account for the effects of lags in the
lateral-directional stability augmentation system are also discussed. The
effects of the flight profiles on the lateral-directional control phasing
required to eliminate control coupling are shown, and the effects of incorrect
phasing on the dynamics of the aircraft with stability augmentation are discussed.

1. Lateral-Directional Characteristic Equation

The characteristic equation for the lateral-directional motions of the aircraft
was derived in a manner analogous to that used in deriving the longitudinal charac-
teristic equation (see Appendix B). Using the axis system shown in Fig. 78, the
complete three-degree-of-freedom equations of motion may be written as

Yv v + Vpp 4 Y, - m - mrVeCOSa e -mpVesina e + mgk Z 0

Lvv + Lp + Lrr - - -- = 0 (43)

IiNvV + Npp + Nrr - Izl + Ixzl = 0

h The underlying assumptions inherent in Eq. (43) are identical with those required
for the longitudinal small-perturbation equations of motion with the exception that

the initial acceleration along the y-axis is zero. In addition, it is assumed

that the angle of attack ae is small and that the attitude of the aircraft with
respect to the horizon Oe is zero. Note in Fig. 78 that according to the sign
convention used herein ae is positive in a climb. The stability derivatives in

Eq. (43) are in the body-axis system.

As in the derivation of the longitudinal characteristic equation (see Eqs.

(30) through (33)) substitution of solutions of the form ext results in a set

of simultaneous algebraic equations. In order for a solution to exist, the
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determinant of the coefficients of these equations must be equal to zero. There-

fore, after dividing through by the mass m and the moments of inertia in roll I,

and yaw Iz , the following equation is 'obtained:

(L-X) (-x -VesinaeX +g) ( V-VecO ae) I

L V ( P + X)(144)
Ix° Ix I, Ix

Nv ( N + T xz X2

Expansion of this determinant then results in the complete three-degree-of-freedom

lateral-directional characteristic equation:

I_ X Yv Yv 1x Nr Lp Np Ixz Lr Ixz 3
0 Iixi, +Z M +m IxI z  I z  Ix  I z Ix  Ix  Iz

Np Tzx YV Lr Ixz Lp Nr L Np Lr i
+ Y.Nr +Yv Lp Yv Np IZX + L rI + _pNr L pL

LIz m-- Ix + mT Iz x  M Ix Iz  Ix Z 'x-z I - Tz 
I x

(-m- Ve sin a e) e v- (-L - Ve sina ) Nv xz -- VeCOS ae) L v 'Xz-x - iz ix ix iz_(-L -vo ao Nv]X2
(45)

FYv Lp Nr + Yv L4 Yv Np Lr + Vesina Lrg _L

m Ix Iz 
+  I M iz Ix  Ix iz - e Iz Ix Ix

LV IxZ+(_ )~ \LV_ Nr -. ( r .LV Np
+ -m + - Ve snae-I- I x  I - Vecose) Z

v LO ( e N~ Nv Lr + Lv N r
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An IBM 7090 digital computer program was prepared which would accept the initial

conditions and stability derivatives in the body-axis system, calculate the coeffi-

cients of the lateral-directional characteristic equation, and solve for the

roots using a root-extraction program which had previously been prepared at the

UAC Research Laboratories.

It should be mertioned that the stability derivative Lp was included in

Eq. (45) but was retained in only a limited number of calculations in which the
effect of roll attitude stabilization was investigated. For all other calcula-

tions h was set equal to zero. The lateral-directional transfer functions

presented in Appendix D were derived assuming LO equal to zero.

2. Lateral-Directional Root-Locus Diagrams

The real and imaginary parts of the roots of the lateral-directional charac-

teristic equation have the same significance as was previously discussed for the

roots of the longitudinal characteristic equation (see Section VIII. B. 2. of

Appendix B). The variations of the stick-fixed dynamics during a flight profile,
and the effects of stability augmentation, of changes in the stability deriva-

tives of the aircraft, and of lags in the stability augmentation system, may also

be analyzed conveniently by means of root-locus diagrams.

A sketch of the root-locus diagram for the tandem tilting ducted propeller
aircraft which was used as a basis for the present study is shown in Fig. 79. It

should be emphasized that the root locations shown in Fig. 79 do not represent
satisfactory dynamics for the aircraft without stability augmentation. The solu-
tion of the lateral-directional characteristic equation consists of two real nega-

tive roots and a complex conjugate pair. The larger of the two real roots is the

roll convergence mode and is a measure of the roll rate response of the aircraft
following an input to the lateral control stick. An increase in roll rate damp-

ing will cause this root to move to the left. Therefore, if the lateral control

L. power is held constant while the roll convergence root moves to the left, the
steady state roll rate for a given lateral stick input will decrease and the

time required to reach essentially steady state conditions will be decreased.

The smaller of the two real roots represents the spiral stability mode.

V When this root is positive the aircraft is spirally unstable in that if the

aircraft is suddenly banked from a level flight condition the-ba angle wi-l-

tend to increase and a continuously tightening spiral turn will develop in the

direction of the bank. A small amount of spiral instability is not necessarily

undesirable since it increases the initial response of the aircraft in turns.

However, for satisfactory handling qualities, the spiral stability root should

be close to the origin. For the tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft, the

spiral stability increased during transitions from hover (Fig. 79) since the
strong dihedral effect overpowered the decreasing directional static stability.
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The complex conjugate roots represent the familiar Dutch roll mode. The Dutch
roll mode was found to be unstable at all flight conditions for the basic aircraft
without stability augmentation. As shown in Fig. 79, the frequency of the Dutch
roll motion increased with increasing speed until near the end of transition. Over
this speed range, time to double amplitude decreased slightly and then increased to
a maximum of about 15 sec at the end of transition. As the speed increased with
further small changes of duct incidence angle, both frequency and time to double
amplitude decreased. Increasing the altitude for steady level flight at a constant
speed had little effect on frequency but sharply decreased the time to double ampli-
tude.

The reciprocal of the number of cycles to damp to half amplitude 1/C,/2 is a
parameter which corresponds to the damping ratio t in the pitch plane. Lines of
constant I/C1/2 radiate from the origin of the root-locus diagram as shown in Fig.
79. The value of I/C1/2 may be calculated from the real and imaginary parts of
the Dutch roll roots using the following relationship:

I 2r/, - -9.06 (- a~) (16)
C1/2 

WT(l6)

It is desirable to have the Dutch roll mode as heavily damped as possible. When the
damping is light, the value of I/C1/2 as a function of the ratio of roll angle to
effective sideslip velocity (I/V/a) /VI is sometimes used as a criterion for accepta-
bility (Ref. 18). The equation for calculating this roll parameter is presented in
Section VIII. D. 4. of Appendix D. In the present study, calculations of I/C1/2
vs (I/,/F)1/v were made for steady level flight conditions but the flight simulator
was used as the primary means of Judging the acceptability of the Dutch roll damping
at all flight conditions.

3. Effects of Incorrect Phasing Gains on Lateral-Directional Dynamics

The effects of incorrect phasing gains of the lateral-directional controls were
also studied systematically at one flight condition. The general lateral-directional
control system model shown in Fig. 30 was used as a basis for studying the effects of
stability augmentation, control lags and incorrect compensatory phasing on the dynamics
and for deriving the lateral-directional transfer funetions. In Fig. 30,' KR -and7- -Y
are the gains in the roll rate and yaw rate loops of the stability augmentation system,
respectively, in in.-sec/rad. The lateral control stick gain is KAs8 in degrees
of differential collective pitch per inch of stick deflection, and KA8 v is the pedal
gain in degrees of differential vanes per inch of pedal deflection. The compensatory
gains are GVL (degrees of differential vanes per degree differential collective

pthcommanded by the lateral control stick) anud G,9p (degrees of differential !

collective pitch per degree of differential vanes commanded by the pedals).

]
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The stability derivatives in the characteristic equation (Eq. (45)) must be
modified according to the gains in the stability augmentation system and theIi phasing gains:

BS=C + KA89 KR + fIGVL A
L'Ix \)/AIRCRAFT L 'x x

Nr =NrI. NAVSV NA8,s
[-- : BS + KAvKy BS + f 2 GP '-]z

\ Z/AIRCRAFT

.L= L r  
LA' LaB

-Z AY) BASIC + KA8/KR L Z + f'GvL Z j
\Z Z/AIRCRAFT A' RV

In Eq. (47)> fi and f2  represent the fractions of the correct phasing gains

GVL and GGp.

I, The effects of f, and f2 from 0.7 to 1.3 independently and simultaneously

were calculated for steady level flight with stability augmentation system gains

of 50% of those finally chosen as satisfactory in the flight simulator program.

These gains resulted in a level of artificial roll rate stabilization of
Lp/Ix = -. 87 and a level of artificial yaw rate stabilization of Nr/Iz = -.17
for fI and f2  equal to 1.0. Because of the low gain Ky , the effect of f 2

(in the yaw rate loop) on the Dutch roll and roll convergence roots was found to
be negligible and its effect on the spiral stability root was very small (increas-

ingly stable as f 2  increased from 0.7 to 1.3). The effect of fI on the dynamics

was larger, due in part to the higher roll rate stabilization gain KR . Figure 80

shows the combined effect of simultaneously varying both f, and f2 from 0.7 to

1.3 (i.e., 70% of the correct phasing to 130% of the correct phasing). As f1  and

f2 were increased, the frequency of the Dutch roll oscillation decreased by about

5%; the effects on the roll convergence and spiral stability roots also were small.
ThPse results, although not fully conclusive, seem to indicate that at flight condi-

tions where high gains are required with tne r uiL -Lht tha weaker of the two

controls (usually the differential vanes) becomes saturated under normal operating

conditions, it may be acceptable to decrease the phasing gain of the weaker control.

This would result in higher roll and yaw rates required for saturatio n of the

system.
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4. Effect of Lags in Stability Augmentation System

The effects on the stick-fixed dynamics of lags in the roll and yaw lateral-
directional stability augmentation system were also studied. As was done for the
longitudinal stability augmentation system, the appropriate modifications were made
in the characteristic equation and the effects of first-order lags on the root loca-
tions were calculated. Unfortunately, the resulting characteristic equation is
considerably more complex than the modified longitudinal characteristic equation.

For the purpose of analysis the model control and stability augmentation system
shown in Fig. 30 was used. In Fig. 30, ry and rR are the first-order time lags

in the yaw and roll control systems. Note that in calculating the stick-fixed
dynamics the lags may be in either the forward loop (as shown) or the feedback
loop. The compensatory phasing gains GVL and G1 3p were assumed to be exact.
The transfer functions of the basic aircraft are presented in Appendix D, and

other symbols appearing in Fig. 30 were discussed in the preceding section of this
Appendix.

The lateral-directional characteristic equation without stability augmentation
and without lags (i.e., with KR , Ky, TR and ry all equal to zero) is given by

B4X
4 + B 3X

3 + B2 XP + BX + Bo = 0 (48)

where the coefficients Bo  through B4 are calculated using Eq. (45), and the
corresponding characteristic equation with stability augmentation and with the two
first-order lags is of sixth-order:

6 I 1,4, 13 1 I I'

BX +B 5 X) + B4 X +B3 X +BX +BX + Bo : 0 (49)

The coefficients of Eq. (49) may be calculated from 'the following expressions:
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B6 =B4(TYTR)

H B~ 84(rY + Tr) +3 (T y TR)

B4B 4 +B 3 (Ty + TO + B 2 (TY TO + 7r K RY + AYR

Li B3 B3 +B2 (Ty + TO)+B I (Y TO+ 7TKR +A Ky - z) ym

82B, B2 + B (rY+ TR) + Bo (Ty TR) + 77KRA K - r KR( + L

7i-TKRT Y(yv r Nv [Yr -v cois a,,]) - A KYG( + L
FiT z- -z m Ix(50)/ Yv Lp Lv [Yp siIi +AKyTrRI~n - V ve~ 4

B B A Yv tYv Nr Nv FY
Bi B + Bo (y + R)- KR AKy - + T Lh Vecosae)

Ayv~L - Ve sin ae])L

By + , AKygm rL V-AKzg--
Lv

7r=KA8, + GVLAv

[NAav 
AA~

KAvL Iz Igp J
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5. Lateral-Directional Control Phasing

The phasing gain programs for alleviating roll-yaw control coupling were deter-
mined from plots of the exact phasing gains required to eliminate coupling on
transition flight profiles and at cruise conditions. The exact phasing gains were

calculated from the rolling moment and yawing moment effectiveness of differential

collective pitch and differential vanes. The yawing moment per inch of lateral con-
trol stick is given by f

N8L K [NA~p+G A (51) LI- -- -K Iz + GvL I

where KASa is the lateral control stick gain (degrees of differential collective
pitch per inch of stick displacement), GVL is the phasing gain (degrees of differen-
tial vanes per degree of differential collective pitch), and NASO/IZ and NAv/Iz

are the yawing moments pqr degree of differential collective pitch and per degree of ii
differential vane deflection, respectively. For exact phasing (i.e., elimination

of the yawing moment due to a lateral control stick input), Eq. (51) must equal

zero. This results in the f6llowing expression for the phasing gain GVL

GVL V / TZ (52)

A similar analysis yields the following expression for the phasing gain Gop - --

(degrees of differential collective pitch per degree of differential vane deflection):

G3p LA v/Ix (53)
LAB.g/Ix

Figure 53 shows the exact values of GVL required to eliminate coupling at
all flight conditions which were studied and also shows the final gain phasing
program which was selected during the flight simulator program. The phasing

required during transitions (all at sea level) is affected only a small amount
by the particular transition flight profile, with the exception of the rapid

decelerating descent at reduced -propeller rotational speed. At high speeds,

however, the effect of altitude on the values of the phasing gains which are

required is appreciable. This is caused by a difference in the effects of decreas-

ing ambient density p on the change in propeller thrust per degree of change in
blade angle and on the forces acting on the vanes per degree of deflection angle.

The change in thrust per degree of change in blade angle decreases in direct

proportion to p . The forces acting on the vanes per degree of deflection
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D
are directly proportional to the exit dynamic pressure which is dependent upon the
free-stream dynamic pressure qo, the propeller thrust coefficient KT , and the
advance ratio Jo

q0.COS2 iD +CSD(COS 2 iD + 4KT /2 + K (4e-- 2 D ° 4 + ) +7r J

E Analysis of Eq. (54) reveals that for constant advance ratio and constant ductincidence angle, the change in thrust coefficient required for steady level flight
3 at increasing altitude causes the exit dynamic pressure to decrease slightly less

rapidly than l-. Thus the differential vane effectiveness decreases less rapidly
with increasing altitude than does the differential collective pitch effectiveness.

The final gain program for GVL which was selected is also shown in Fig. 53.
This program provides exact phasing at the high-speed, high-altitude flight condi-
tions and results in some coupling at the high-speed, low-altitude flight conditions.
As discussed in Section III. F. 3., the resulting coupling was found to be quite
noticeable in the flight simulator program but did not seem to be objectionable.

Figure 54 shows the exact values of G p required to eliminate rolling
moment due to pedal deflection and also shows the final gain phasing program. As
was the case for the gain GVL the phasing required varied little between transi-
tion flight profiles but was affected appreciably by altitude at the high-speed
flight conditions. The gain program which was selected provides exact phasing
at the 250-knot cruise design points at both sea level and 20,000 ft and provides

L nearly exact phasing at 178 knots at 20,000 ft.
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APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

The transfer functions which describe the responses of the aircraft to pilot

- inputs to the longitudinal, lateral, directional, and collective (altitude) controls

are presented in this Appendix. These transfer functions may be used to calculate
the transient response of other VTOL aircraft which satisfy the conditions assumedL - in the derivations of the longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristic'

equations (see Appendixes B and C). Application to rotary-wing aircraft would

require the additional assumptions that the rotor reacts instantaneously to changes

din u t w, and 9 and that the rotational speed of the rotor remains constant.

Additional restrictions on the application of these transfer functions to other types
of VT OL aircraft are mentioned in the following paragraphs.

In the present study the transfer functions were used only for calculating the
transient response to control inputs for the hovering flight condition. As pre-

viously discussed, the flight simulator program was used to assure that the closed

loop response was acceptable over the entire range of flight conditions.

1. Response to Longitudinal and Collective Stick Inputs

The response of the basic aircraft without stability augmentation to a longi-
tudinal control stick input is given by the following transfer functions:

VAG (xu I w  x )l
K 8,9 -K V S -  + M S + m m m T-

8S LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
__,9 X X~ ZW

K- p --K Y -My + ( wVe + mq m m m 9) S + g (55)
as LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

M X q 2 ( - ) S + I ZM u

= Ks/p Y P f + V e ) S - ( Ve - mu g M- Iy /

as LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
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In Eq. (55) the barred symbols indicate the Laplace transforms of pitch attitude
change & in radians, longitudinal control stick input 8s in inches, and changes

in velocity u and w in ft/sec from the initial equilibrium flight conditions. I
The aircraft is assumed to be a trimmed equilibrium flight condition at a velocity

Ve , pitch attitude with respect to the horizon Le , and angle of attack ae

(see Fig. 75). The initial conditions are that the values of & , U , and W ,I
* and of the derivatives of these variables are zero. All stability derivatives are

in the stability-axes system. The term Ka is the control stick gain in degrees

of differential collective pitch per inch o stick displacement, and Mag/Iy is
the pitching moment effectiveness of differential collective pitch of the fore and

aft ducted propellers in rad/sec2 -dpg. The denominator in Eq. (55) is the longi-
tudinal characteristic equation (Eq. (34)) with the Laplace operator S substituted

for X.

Application of Eq. (55) is restricted primarily to tandem VTOL aircraft since
the transfer functions were derived assuming that differential collective pitch

results in a pure pitching moment (i.e., no X or Z forces associated with the

applied control moment).

The response of thE aircraft to a collective pitch stick input ac at hover

is given by the following set of transfer functions: 0
-X + + t- M(Xg

w - KcM _ S + T Y m y Y y _f Y + .y +

8c LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 0
ZP [X 2+( W q fXq (~ W L

S-K c --"- - M Iy + g y + - y m X M  (56)
c LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

S c g y MS + Iy g m Iy .

8C LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

The transfer functions in Eq. (56) were derived for the case where a collective pitch
change does not result in a pitching moment (i.e., for the hovering case when the
center of gravity is located midway between the forward and aft ducted propellers).
The term Kc is the collective pitch stick gain in deg/in., and ZO/m is the
normal force effectiveness of collective pitch changes.

For the tandem tilting ducted propeller configuration at hover and low speeds
the aerodynamic coupling of vertical speed W with the other two variables U and 9
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was weak; therefore the transfer function for W with the stability derivative Xq

set equal to zero will give an adequate description of the motion of the aircraft

following a change in the position of the collective pitch stick. Similarly, the

derivatives Xq and Zq were negligible and the transfer functions for the

response to longitudinal control stick inputs (Eq. (55)) could be simplified con-

siderably by assuming these derivatives to be equal to zero.

Equations (55) and (56) may also be used as transfer functions for the response
of the aircraft with pitch rate stabilization and attitude stabilization by making
appropriate changes in Mq/Iy and M8/Iy. Using the control system model shown
in Fig. 19 without a lag (rp = 0), the values of these derivatives become

M (M)M + KpK (57)(My) =\ ASIC +KK/ y
AIRCRAFT

and

=K9 K MP (58)
ly S13 Iy

Equation (57) expresses the equivaliTnt total pitch rate damping (the sum of the
aerodynamic damping of the basic aircraft and the damping due to pitch rate sta-
bilization). Equation (58) includes only the attitude stabilization term since the
natural attitude stability of the aircraft is zero (attitude stability is not to be
confused with static stability with respect to angle of attack which is represented
by the stability parameter Mwg/Iy ). When equivalent values of Mq/Iy and Me/Iy
are calculated from Eqs. (57) and (58) and are substituted into both the denominators
and the numerators of Eqs. (55) and (56), then these transfer functions are also
valid for computing the transient response of the aircraft with stability augmenta-
tion. Although substitution and recalculation of the coefficients of the charac-
teristic equation would be tedious if done by hand, it was readily accomplished
using the IBM 7090 digital computer program which was prepared during the present
study.

2. Response to Lateral Stick and Pedal Inputs

The transfer functions which describe the roll, yaw, and sideslip responses
of the aircraft to pilot inputs to the lateral control stick and the pedals were
derived in a manner similar to that used in the pitch plane.

For the basic aircraft without stability augmentation about the roll and yaw
axes, and assuming that the compensatory phasing of differential collective pitch
and vane deflection is exact (e.g., a lateral stick displacement will result in a
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pure rolling moment and no yawing moment), the complete transfer functions for roll

angle, yaw rate, and sideslip velocity due to a lateral stick input are: j
____ L6~ r2 air V-) [Sr~ NV Yr NV\

_ KA8/e Ix + GVL z + + yz- m Tz m + Ve COSCe Iz

8L LATERAL - DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

____, L681\\TxzF3 z V
KA8. Ix + GVL - f-- YzL f- I

__ (v Np YpS . v 1z Nv)Y;i- m TZ + m Lve sinae -Nz S f _] HM =z Ixz Iz

8L LATERAL - DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION (59)

L__ &B' L68 [7 Yp Ixr ITxz
K<AgfSt 'f + GvL Vesinae+ z- -VecOSae7fz-

+(Yr V-- ecos ae- -E - P + Ve s infaeY + gS-_z_ e COIzI Iz +e Iz -g gz

L LATERAL - DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

The corresponding transfer functions for response to a pedal input are:

.NA8v NA8'G Ixz 2 Lr +v IxzS /Yv L Lv Ye L-
V,-- + p -- r + -v Vecosa

'V +G x TT ''x '\''TX TF HYxeI
8! LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

(NA8v N18 ' Y 2
--Vk I +Gep ry pLS 3 + L,) 5

Y L4 L vYp /Y +LvL L\]

r ix -x Ix M +VeSinaex ae ix gx

p LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION (60)

N vz * _ _- Ve sie + - -v co I

(Lr le Lmr + xz Lp+Vc
+I Vesin e+ge x Ix Lx + Ve C°Sae) S +-I gm I x  ecose I

6p LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
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Equations (59) and (60) were derived using the control and stability augmentation

system model shown in Fig. 30 with the lag time constants Ty and TR equal to zero.

The barred symbols indicate the Laplace transforms of roll angle 0 in radians, yaw

rate r in rad/sec, sideslip velocity V in ft/sec, lateral control stick displace-

ment 8L in inches, and pedal displacement 8p in inches. For these transfer func-

tions the aircraft is assumed to be in a trimmed equilibrium flight condition at a

velocity Ve , an angle of attack ae , and at a pitch attitude with respect to the

horizon Oe equal to zero (see Fig. 78). The initial conditions on 4 , r and

V are also zero. It is also assumed that application of differential collective

pitch and differential vanes does not cause a change in the net side force. In

Eqs. (59) and (60), KA8 and KASv are the gains of the lateral control stick and

pedals in degrees of differential collective pitch per inch of stick displacement and

in degrees of differential vanes per inch of pedal displacement, respectively. The

v gains GVL and Ggp are the phasing gains in degrees of differential vanes per

degree of differential collective pitch called for, and in degrees of differential

collective pitch per degree of differential vanes called for, respectively. The

gains KR and Ky are the roll rate and yaw rate stabilization gains in in./rad-sec.
The stability derivatives LA8R/Ix , LAv/Ix , NAS,/Iz, and NSv/Iz express

the rolling moment and yawing moment effectiveness of differential collective pitch

and differential vanes in rad/sec 2 .

Equations (59) and (60) may also be used to represent the transient response of
the aircraft with rate stability augmentation (i.e., L* equal to zero) when appro-

priate changes are made in the damping derivatives, as was previously described
for the pitch transfer functions. The adjusted values of these derivatives are given
by

LLp p LA8 L'V
I-,IBASIC + KRK [ + (61)

\LX AIRCRAFT I x  I x

" and

N r (N r NAv N 6)
BASIC + KyKA8v T-N"- +  G(p (62)

Z/ZAIRCRAFT L Z IZ

The values of the derivatives given by Eqs. (61) and (62) must be substituted into
both the denominator (the lateral-directional characteristic equation) and the

numerator.

In order to calculate the stick-fixed dynamics in the general case in which the
phasinC gains GVL and Gp are not exact, additional modifications were made
in the stability derivatives. I-Then the phasing is not exact, coupling will result in
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both the control and the stability augmentation systems. Coupling in the stability

augmentation system results in artificially induced yawing moments due to roll rate

and rolling moments due to yaw rate, thereby necessitating modifications to the

stability derivatives Np and ' Lr :

Np P) BASIC R [NA~p + GVL NA8V]()(T]B , + KR KA L Iz G I z (63)
I I\'z/ AIRCRAFT

and

K E)ARRAT+ KyKA8V [LA8V + G'p L8G(64i)
X XAIRCRAFT l

Therefore, to calculate the stick-fixed dynamics, the modifications given by

Eqs. (63) and (64) were incorporated into the characteristic equation analysis. [1
The complete lateral-directional transfer functions for the aircraft with

cross-coupling of the controls were not derived in the present study. The deter-

minants for the numerators of the complete transfer functions were set up, but
only the highest-order terms (either S2 or S3 ) were evaluated for use with the
Laplace initial value theorem, as described in the next section of this Appendix.

3. Laplace Initial and Final Value Theorems

The Laplace initial and final value theorems may be applied to the foregoing

transfer functions when the closed-loop system is stable (i.e., when the roots of the

characteristic equation are in the left half-plane of the root-locus diagrams). If

F(S) is the transfer function of output to input, then the initial value theorem is

lim F(t) lim sF(s) (65)
t-O S -OD

and the final value theorem is

lirn F(t) rli sF(s) (66)
t -c sOo S-

In the present study, the Laplace initial value theorem was applied to the j
lateral-directional transfer functions to obtain expressions for the initial rolling
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and yawing accelerations following step control inputs in the presence of control

coupling. First, the coefficients of highest-order terms in the numerators of the

transfer functions for coupled control inputs were derived. Then the coefficients

of the highest-order terms in the numerators of the corresponding rolling and yaw-
ing acceleration transfer functions were obtained by multiplying these coefficients
by the Laplace operator S or S, since : ad r s The initial

rolling and yawing accelerations following a step input to the lateral control
stick, in rad/sec2-in., were then derived using the Laplace initial value theorem:

0= lira, so = lira S
'L S-*D S S-00

hF LA8p LA8V) + Ix ("ASR + N A8v
K, _f_ - + GVL I -Ix +z 1

Ixz

[1 (67)
=o lim Sr li m S T

S S-
8L co SF00

K G V L  )z  + Ix + G VL

z 2

Ixz

In a similar manner, the initial yawing and rolling accelerations following a step

input to the pedals, in rad/sec2-in., were derived:

, F( NA) + Ixz LA8\1

0 "A_ vL\ z +G P , - r: +GIz i)jJ
2

FL iz NA v  N

S_ L( - -+ G >  ) + ( z + G P ---- (68)
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The Laplace final value theorem was applied to study the effect of attitude sta-

bilization and pitching moment due to collective pitch change on the steady-state

rate of climb following a step input in collective pitch. In this case, the steady-

state rate of climb (positive downward) in ft/sec-in . is given by

K Z c  (g g m - I + - (69)
wo Iy M Iy +mr Iy rn Iy
8Cmug -ZW Z, M g X Zu Mg XU M(69)

RII --------

Equation (69) is valid for steady level flight at low speeds. The parameters
xG/m, ZG/m, and M8/Iy represent the forces and moment changes due to a change
in collective pitch.

4. Roll-to-Sideslip Ratio

A parameter which is sometimes used as a criterion in analyses of the Dutch roll
mode (Ref. 18) is the effective roll-to-sideslip ratio (I/vF1)O/v. Using the nota-
tion of this report, the ratio (i/v/O)14/Vl)was derived from the lateral-directional
small perturbation equations of motion (Eq. (43)). If X is one of the complex

conjugate Dutch roll roots then

(LvNr NV Lr  +Lv Ixz r L
- 2 (70) [

1  ) _ +' (Izx Np IX Lr L N, 2 Lr Np Nr L ( T
I 'xz X+ - +----+ + + x

Equation (70) results in a complex number which is a vector in the X-plane. The
magnitude of the vector may be easily calculated, and the effective roll-to-

sideslip ratio in deg-sec/ft is then j

57.3

yV
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APPENDIX E

DESCRIPTION OF FINAL GAIN PROGRAMS

The gain programs which were finally selected during the flight simulator pro-Wgram are described in this Appendix. Although these gain programs would be expected
to be of similar form for different tandem ducted propeller aircraft designs, the

levels of the gains would be dependent upon such factors as the performance charac-
teristics of the propellers, the propeller rotational speed, the ratio of duct exit

area to propeller disc area, and the areas and locations of the vanes for each

individual design. For these reasons, the gain programs presented herein are
exactly as used on the analog computer, and are to be considered only as guides in

Ll extrapolating the results to other designs (see for example Appendix H).

1. Longitudinal Mode

The block diagram of the longitudinal control and stability augmentation system
is shown in Fig. 32. This diagram includes the longitudinal pitch attitude control,
the collective pitch control, the duct incidence angle control, and the pitch rate
stabilization loop. In Fig. 32, K8 8 and KSv represent the gains through which

inputs to the longitudinal control stick were converted to differential changes in

propeller collective pitch for the fore and aft propellirs, and to deflections of the

vanes located in the aft ducts, respectively. The final programs for KSB and Kav
are shown in Fig. 25. The differential collective pitch gain KSB was held constant
as duct incidence angle decreased to 40 deg and was then phased out linearly with
decreasing duct incidence angle to 15 deg. The vane deflection gain Kv was phased

in linearly with decreasing duct angle below 40 deg and was constant at duct incidence
angles below 25 deg. These programs for KBR and Kv resulted in the variation of

longitudinal control stick sensitivity and maximum longitudinal control power with duct

incidence angle for steady level flight which are shown in Figs. 36 and 38, respec-
tively. At duct incidence angles below approximately 32 deg, the maximum longitudinal

S control powers shown in Fig. 38 are for a vane deflection limit of +30 deg. The
flight simulator program indicated that control deflections of this magnitude were

required for longitudinal trim with sufficient control margin for maneuvering. Since

I vane deflections are also required for yaw and roll control, vanes would also have

to be provided in the front ducts so that sufficient deflection angles would be

available for control and stability augmentation about all three axes. This deficiency

T in the design of the aircraft which was used as a basis for this study was recognized,
and the analog simulation effectively included vanes in the front and rear ducts (see

discussion in Section III.F.1.).

I- Pitch rate stabilization was added directly to the displacement signal which

went to the differential collective pitch linkage. In the aircraft the pitch rate

L
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stabilization signal would operate a servo-driven extensible link in the pushrods.
The gain Kp was held constant at 7.50-in.-sec/rad which resulted in a value of

pitch rate stability augmentation of approximately (Mq/Iy)SAS = -2.0 per see I
at hover. Since the signal was fed only to differential collective pitch, the pitch
rate stabilization was phased out according to the gain K80 (Fig. 25). The
resulting variation of pitch rate damping with duct incidence for steady level 0
flight is showm in Fig. 37.

The collective pitch stick controlled the blade angles of all four propellers
simultaneously. It was assumed that the propellers were equipped with governors
which would adjust fuel flow rate rather than blade pitch to maintain constant
propeller rotational speed. The effects of first-order lags in thrust change U
following a collective stick displacement were studied in the flight simulator
program; however, consideration of the governor, fuel control, and possible lead
compensation which would be required was beyond the scope of this project. A value w
of collective gain Kc of 1.5 deg/i.n., which resulted in a normal acceleration
gradient of 0.093 g/in. of collective stick displacement at hover, was found to be
satisfactory for precision hovering. With 7.5-in. total travel, the collective U
control stick could change blade angle by a maximum of 11.2 deg. This range of
blade angles was adequate for hover and transitions. In order to obtain cruise
power, it was necessary to use a thumb-actuated beeper switch on the collective
pitch stick for changing blade angle at a rate KCB of 0.5 deg/sec (Fig. 32).

The duct incidence angle was varied by means of another thumb-actuated beeper Li
switch located on the longitudinal control stick. Experience with the flight
simulator indicated that a duct tilt rate of about 7 or 8 deg/sec was satisfactory
during transitions. The pilots would tilt the ducts intermittently at an average [I
rate of 4 or 5 deg/sec during take-off transitions. The high duct tilt rates
desired for transitions were unsatisfactory at high speeds in that they produced

large fluctuations in normal acceleration; values closer to 1.0 deg/sec were
found to be desirable. The gain Ki0  was programmed linearly with duct incidence
angle according to Ki = 0.08iD (0 in deg). This resulted in duct tilt rates

of 7.2 deg/sec at hover and 1.3 deg/sec at cruise (250 knots at 20,000 ft).

2. Lateral and Directional Models

A block diagram of the lateral-directional control and stability augmentation
system is shoim in Fig. 34. Included in this diagram are the lateral control stick,
the pedals, and the roll rate and yaw rate stabilization loops. The gains KASR
and GVL determine the lateral control stick sensitivity and control power.
A lateral control stick input produced a differential collective pitch angle
proportional to K688 (deg/in.) and also a differential vane angle proportional

to the product of KAB, and GVL. The phasing gain GVL was required to!
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alleviate the unwanted yawing moment which accompanied the rolling moment and has

the units deg/deg. Both KA8, and GVL were programmed as functions of duct inci-

dence angle as shown in Figs. 81 and 82.

The value of KA8 (Fig. 81) was held constant at a level which was found

acceptable at hover for duct incidence angles greater than about 72 deg; at this

duct incidence angle the differential vane angle which accompanied full lateral
control stick deflection reached its limit of 30 deg for the final gain level.
From a duct incidence angle of 72 deg to approximately 30 deg, KA8a was

decreased at a rate which resulted in attaining the maximum differential vane
angle limit of 30 deg for full lateral control stick (a higher gain would have

caused control coupling since insufficient differential vane angle would have been

available). The increase in KAp below a duct incidence angle of 30 deg was[ indirectly related to the stick-fixed lateral-irectional dynamics of the air-
craft; the increasingly unstable Dutch roll mode had to be damped by a large amount

of roll rate stabilization, which in turn required an increase in lateral control stick
sensitivity for maneuering. Some control coupling was unavoidably present at full

lateral control stick displacement.

The program for the phasing gain GVL , shown in Fig. 82, was determined from

plots of the exact values of phasing required for the transition flight profiles
and for the high-speed cruise conditions (see Section VIII. C. 5. of Appendix C).
The gain GVL was exact for the design conditions of 250 and 178 knots at 20,000 ft;
the gain was low for the same speeds at sea level, with resultant control coupling.

The variations of lateral control stick sensitivity and maximum lateral control power
with duct incidence angle for these gain programs in steady level flight are shown in

Figs. 43 and 45, respectively.

The program for the roll rate stabilization gain KR (in.-sec/rad) is shown in

Fig. 83, and the resulting variation of roll rate damping with duct incidence angle
in steady level flight is shown in Fig. 44. The value of KR at hover was deter-

mined in the flight simulator program. Starting at a duct incidence angle of about

79 deg, KR was decreased rapidly in order to avoid large deflections of the vanes
during maneuvers where roll rate stabilization was not as critical as at hover. At

duct incidence angles of about 40 deg the roll rate damping Lp/I, had to be

1 increased to compensate for the increasingly unstable Dutch roll mode. Therefore,
the gain KR was held constant but the lateral control stick gain KA80 was
increased rapidly (Fig. 81), causing both the lateral control stick sensitivity

and the roll rate stabilization to increase.

As shown in Fig. 34, the gains KA8v and G p determined the pedal sensi-
tivity and control power. A pedal displacement resulted in a differential vane
angle proportional to KA8v (deg/in.) and also a differential collective pitch

V angle proportional to KAFvGgP ( Gap in deg/deg). The gains KASv and Gep

were also programmed as functions of duct incidence angle as shown in Figs. 84 and 85.

I9
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As noted in the discussion of results of the flight simulator program, the

handling qualities of the aircraft were not affected appreciably by changes in the

yaw gain programs at low speeds. The program for the rudder pedal gain KA8v which

was found acceptable, although not fully satisfactory because of insufficient con-

trol power of the two vanes at hover and low speeds, is shown in Fig. 84. The gain

had to be decreased to the levels shown below duct incidence angles of approximately i
30 deg because of increased pedal sensitivity attributable to the fact that powerful
yawing moments were obtained from differential collective pitch at these low duct

incidence angles. U

The program for the phasing gain Gap is shown in Fig. 85. As was the case

with the phasing gain GvL, this gain program was determined from an analysis of the [
exact phasing required to eliminate unwanted rolling moments for all transition

flight profiles and for the cruise conditions (see Section VIII. C. 5. of Appendix C). ri
At low duct incidence angles the program was exact for cruise at 250 and 178 knots at 1.
20,000 ft, and for cruise at 250 knots at sea level. The variations in steady level

flight of pedal sensitivity and maximum yaw control power with duct incidence angle [1
which resulted from the programs for KA8v and Gap are shown in Figs. 46 and 48, L
respectively.

It was found that satisfactory handling qualities resulted with the yaw rate U
stabilization gain K¥ held constant at Ky = -3.0 in. sec/rad. Again, the differ-
ential vane effectiveness was marginal with the result that yaw rate damping made

only a small contribution to handling qualities. It was therefore difficult to
observe the effects of changes in the KR gain program on the handling qualities
except near hover. The variation in steady level flight of yaw rate damping with

duct incidence angle is shown in Fig. "47.
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APPENDIX F

DESCRIPTION OF SIKORSKY V/STOL AIRCRAFT SIMUATOR
fAND CONTACT ANALOG DISPLAY

The Sikorsky V/STOL aircraft simulator facility, consisting of a full-scale,U! fixed-based Sikorsky S-61 cockpit with a contact analog display, has been used for
studying the performance and handling qualities of a wide range of helicopter and
V/STOL aircraft configurations. This facility, which includes three Beckman-

Berkeley EASE Model 1133 analog computers and other auxiliary equipment, is
operated by the Analog Computation Group at the UAC Research Laboratories.

A photograph showing the interior of the cockpit and contact analog display
is shown in Fig. 86. In addition to the standard helicopter-type controls, the
S-61 cockpit is modified with special controls and instruments useful for simula-
tion of V/STOL configurations. A wide range of artificial lateral and longitudinal
stick-force gradients and pedal-force gradients can be produced by a hydraulically
driven system. Aircraft flight instruments (Fig. 87) are displayed separately to
the pilot and co-pilot, while control position, aircraft configuration, and engine
performance instruments (Fig. 88) are displayed on a central panel.

In this study of the tandem tilting ducted propeller aircraft, no artificial
force gradients were added to the inherent friction of the stick and pedals. Dis-
placements of the longitudinal and lateral control sticks and pedals were trans-
mitted through appropriate phasing to the analog computer to obtain simulated roll,
pitch, and yaw control commands. The collective pitch angle of the simulated pro-
peller blades was controlled by the collective stick; hence, in hover the collective
stick served as the altitude control and in forward flight as a power control.
Because of the large difference in collective pitch angles required for hover and
high speed flight, a beeper switch on the collective stick was used to change the
range of blade angles commanded by the full control displacement. This permitted
the pilot to select any desired trim position of the collective stick at all

velocities. The ducts were rotated by means of a beeper switch on the end of the
longitudinal control stick.

The travels of the controls which were used in the present study were as
follows:

8 S (longitudinal control stick): +6.63 in.
8L (lateral control stick): +6.50 in.
8p (pedals): +3.19 in.
8C (collective stick): 7.50 in.
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The instruments used in the simulation of the tandem tilting ducted propeller

VTOL are labeled in Figs. 87 and 88. Pilot experience indicated that an Instantaneous

Vertical Speed Indicator (IVSI) was desirable. Since the rate of climb instrument

had an inherent lag, the lateral airspeed indicator was calibrated to serve as an

IVSI.

The Norden Contact Analog system provides the pilot with an inside-out type
of visual display of the complete aircraft motion relative to the earth. The display
includes four basic elements: earth elements, pathway, earth position markers, and

screen position markers (Fig. 86). The television screen displaying these elements

represents a "window" permitting viewing angles of about 15 deg vertically and

horizontally.

The earth elements include the ground grid, horizon line, and clouded sky.

The ground grid size and pattern vary to indicate altitude as shown in Figs. 89ai
and 89b. The sweep of the ground grid, which is a function of aircraft speed and
altitude, indicates the translational motions of the aircraft. Pathway elements

(Fig. 86), which are referenced to the earth axes, include a white roadway, black
roadway centerline, and lateral tarstrips. Motion relative to the pathline is

exhibited by sweep of the tarstrips. The pathway may serve either as a commandable

pathway or as a display of the aircraft flight path. Two earth position markers
(not shown), about the size of one grid square, are fixed on the plane of the earth

and therefore may be used to mark landing and take-off points. Two screen position

markers (a white cross and a white square in Fig. 90) can be adapted to display
special information since they are independent of ground plane and path data.

Display elements used in the simulation of the tandem tilting ducted propeller
VTOL aircraft are shown in Fig. 90. The white cross was fixed in the center of the
screen so that it indicated the position of the nose of the aircraft relative to

the earth. The triangular tip of the pathway, shown in this flight condition to be
to the left of the cross, was fixed at north in order to aid the pilot in distin-
guishing between yaw rate and lateral translation in hover and low-speed flight.
The white square served as a sensitive altitude indicator in hover. Descent of the
aircraft to an altitude of 18 ft was marked by the appearance of the square at the
bottom of the screen; further descent to touch-down was indicated by the square j
moving to the top of the screen.

J
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APPENDIX G

ESTIMATES OF RELATIVE COST, WEIGGVT, AND RELIABILITY OF

ALTERNATE STABILITY AUENTATION SYSTEMS*

The results of the theoretical analyses and flight simulator program indicated
S that a relatively simple programmed-gain control and stability augmentation system

would provide satisfactory handling qualities for a tandem tilting ducted propeller

aircraft. It was found that rate stabilization about all three axes would be

required. Pitch rate and yaw rate stabilization were added directly to the longi-

tudinal control stick and pedal inputs and were therefore programmed with duct incidence

angle through the same phasing and gains as were the controls. Roll rate stabilization

S was added to the lateral control stick input but was also modulated with duct inci-

dence angle to provide adequate Dutch roll damping at all flight conditions. Addi-

tionally, it was found that for the configuration studied, a safe landing following
HI a full failure of the stability augmentation system would be doubtful, particularly

if the failure were to occur during take-off or landing.

A brief study of alternate methods of implementing the stability augmentation
Wstem was conducted. Estimates were made of the relative weight, cost, and
reliability of the basic programmed-gain system, of a programmed-gain system in

which the pilot could manually adjust the level of roll rate damping, and of a rate-

command adaptive control system. Both duplicated systems, in which the pilot would

manually test and reset the operative channel, and triplicated systems, in which the
one failed channel would automatically be disengaged, were considered.-

1. Description of Duplicated Systems

a. Programmed-Gain Duplicated SAS

Block diagrams of the basic programmed-gain duplicated stability augmentation

system are shown in Figs. 91 and 92. Each channel of the system would consist of
a dual electronics section terminating in a single limited authority, extensible link
actuator. An automatic failure warning circuit would be provided to indicate that a

failure had occurred and that the system had disengaged. The pilot would manually

T determine which channel was operative by means of a test input circuit providing a

visual signal, and would re-engage the operative channel. Upon re-engagement of the

system, the aircraft would have one-half the normal stability augmentation gain with[both channels operative.
* The preliminary design study reported in this Appendix was conducted by Vincent

F. Lombardi, Electronics Department, Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft

Corporation, Broad Brook, Connecticut.
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Rate gyros would be used as the basic motion sensors in the system. The

gyro outputs would be passed through pre-amplifiers having provisions for flight

test gain adjustments. All amplifiers would be of the A.C. push-pull, transis- ]
torized type, and the sensor pickoffs would be of the A.C. inductive type. The

servo-amplifiers would'provide the control power required to drive the servo-motors
and actuators. Feedback transducers would be used between the actuator output and i
servo-amplifier input to provide a nearly proportional closed-loop system.

Electro-mechanical actuators in the form of extensible links would be used.

Final choice of the actuators would depend primarily on the frequencies of the

predominant modes of oscillation, on the force levels required, and upon the cost,

weight, and response requirements. Dual power supplies would be used.

In view of the large authority required by the stability augmentation system,

means would be provided for automatic recentering of the extei.sible link following
a failure. As showm in Fig. 91, a clutch would be operated by the output of the

failure warning circuit, and a spring would provide recentering. Although not

shown in Fig. 91, the clutch would include a hold circuit which would keep the

actuator disengaged until the pilot had tested and re-energized the system.

The components of the pitch and yaw channels would be identical. The roll

channel would differ only in that the roll rate feedback signal would be modulated
as a function of duct incidence angle by means of dual shaped potentiometers and

servo-multipliers (Fig. 92).

b. Programmed-Gain Duplicated SAS with Pilot Adjust

The pitch and yaw channels of this system would be identical to those described
in the preceding section for the progranmed-gain system. The roll channel would also

include the same elements as before, with the exception that the shaped potentiometers
and servo-multipliers would bp replaced by a selector swuitch in the cockpit Anich

would operate dual potentiometers. The pilot would manually adjust roll rate stabiliza-

tion to the levels which he desired at each flight condition.

c. Rate-Command Duplicated Adaptive Control System

Estimates of the relative cost, weight, and reliability for an adaptive

control system were also made, even though the flight simulator program indicated

that the improvements in handling qualities which might be realized with such a j
system would be expected to be small and inconsequential. A rate command adaptive

control system was considered in which the pilot control inputs would be transmitted

to a model which would generate the desired transient-pitch rate response; the I
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adaptive system would then force the aircraft to follow the output of the model as
closely as possible. A functional block diagram of the pitch channel of such a
system, which is similar in operating principles to the system developed by

Minneapolis-Honeywell for the X-15 research airplane, is shown in Fig. 93. Similar
channels would be provided for roll and yaw.

Pilot inputs from the longitudinal control stick would be passed through a
pitch rate model. An error signal would be generated proportional to the difference
between the model response and the aircraft response. The error signal would then
be passed through a variable gain amplifier and a servo-amplifier to a servo-motor/

L.ctuator. The output of the actuator would command changes in differential collec-
tive pitch, thereby causing the aircraft to follow the response of the model. In
operation it would be necessary to maintain the loop gain as high as possible to
maintain a large bandwidth for the system. Accordingly, the system would automati-

cally maintain its gain at a level for which a controlled limit cycle oscillation
.ould occur.

The adaptive control system illustrated in Fig. 93 is a duplicated system.

Consequently, if an open-circuit type of failure occurred in one channel, the
remaining channel would automatically continue opexating at full gain. If a hard-

over failure occurred, however, there would be no logic circuitry which would
automatically disengage the malfunctioning channel while keeping the operative

channel connected. Therefore the flight safety of the adaptive control system as
described is comparable to that of the duplicated programmed-gain systems pre-
viously described.

The principal changes in components required to transform the programmed-gain
system shown in Figs. 91 and 92 into a rate-command adaptive control system are as
follows: (1) the dual shaped potentiometers and servo-multipliers for the roll rate

stabilization loop would be eliminated, (2) two rate response models would be added
for each of the pitch. yaw and roll loops (a total of six electro-mechanical trans-

ducers) and (3) dual gain changing circuitry would be added including bandpass filters,
rectifier filters. integrators and comparators. The comparator block would contain
logic circuitry consisting of several difference amplifiers and gates or switching

relays.

[2. Description of Triplicated Systems

The duplicated stability augmentation system would provide an automatic
failure warning system but the pilot would have to test each channel manually and

re-engage the chan. rel wich was still operative. A triplicated system would include
the necessary circuitry to sense a failure automatically and to isolate and dis-17 en.gage the channel in which the -failure had occurred. Such a system would provide
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additional insurance against a complete loss of stability augmentation during critical

maneuvers near the ground.

Details of the additional circuitry required are similar for the programmed-

gain, programmed-gain with pilot adjust, and adaptive control systems. A preliminary

block diagram of the triplicated pitch channel of the programmed-gain stability 0
augmentation system is shown in Fig. 94. A total of three model/monitoring channels

would be required (one each for pitch, yaw, and roll). A separate power supply would

be provided for each model/monitoring channel so that operation of this third channel
would be completely independent of the two stability augmentation channels.

The basic assumption in the design of the triplicated system is that a malfunc- H
tion would occur in the model/monitoring channel or iL either of the two stability

augmentation channels, but never in two of the three channels simultaneously. The

model/monitoring channel would consist of a rate gyro and a passive network which
would simulate the normal operating characteristics of dual stability augmentation

channels. A comparison of the outputs of all three channels would provide an indica-

tion of a failure in any one channel, and by means of logic circuitry, the failed

channel would be disengaged.

The primary additions which would be required to achieve triplication of the

pitch, yaw, and roll channels are as follows (see Fig. 94): three rate gyros, +hree

power supplies, three model networks, three-difference circuits, three threshold

adjustment circuits, six switching circuits, six inverters, six "and" circuits, six LI
"or" circuits, and one shaped po entiometer and one servo-multiplier (for the roll
channel of the programmed-gain system without pilot adjust). 11

3. Comparison of Relative Weight, Cost and Reliability of Alternate Systems

Preliminary estimates of the weight, cost and reliability were made for each
of the alternate types of control systems described in the previous section. The
estimates were based on the use of standard components; component weights, costs,

and failure rates were based on data obtained during previous studies conducted at

the Hamilton Standard Electronics Department. The results, which are nresented in

terms of weight, cost, and reliability relative to the basic programmed-gain dupli-

cated stability augmentation system, are discussed in the following paragraphs.

a. Relative Weights

A comparison of the relative weights of the alternate types of stability aug-

mentation systems is shown in Fig. 60. The weights of the linkages and mechanisms

which would change the phasing of differential collective pitch, vanes, and

differential vanes were not included in this analysis since these components are r
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considered to be parts of the control system, rather than the stability augmentation

system.

The reductions in weight from programmed-gain to programmed-gain with pilot

adjust are small for both the duplicated and triplicated systems, and reflect only
the substitution of a manual selector switch in the cockpit and dual adjustable

potentiometers for dual shaped potentiometers end servomultipliers in the roll
stabilization channel. The principal result to be noted in Fig. 60 is that a
triplicated programmed-gain or adaptive control system would weigh approximately
37% more than the corresponding duplicated system. Also, a duplicated rate-command
adaptive control system was estimated to weigh 60% more than the basic duplicated
programmed-gain system. The triplicated adaptive control system would weigh about
119% more than the basic duplicated programmed-gain system.

b. Relative Costs

The relative costs of the alternate types of stability augmentation systems
are compared in Fig. 61. These costs are based on low quantities (one or two
aircraft), and include manufacturing labor but not engineering labor.

The costs of the programmed-gain and programmed-gain with pilot adjust systems

were, as would be expected, approximately the same. The cost of a triplicated
programmed-gain or adaptive control system would be approximately 48% greater than
that of the corresponding duplicated system. A duplicated adaptive control system
of the type described would cost 30% more than the basic duplicated programmed-gainF system, a triplicated adaptive control system would cost about 92% more than the
basic duplicated programmed-gain system. It should be noted that the duplicated adap-
tive control system, although costing less than the triplicated programmed-gain
system would not provide the same level of flight safety during take-off and land-
ings.

c. Relative Reliabilities

The preliminary reliability analysis which was conducted was not sufficiently
detailed to draw conclusions regarding the relative reliabilities of the alternate
systems. The reliabilities vhich were calculated were found to be primarily depen-
dent on the single electro-mechanical link actuators (extensible links) which were
operated by the dual-channel electronic sections (see Fig. 91). These actuatorsL were in series with the dual electronics sections, and were common to all of the
alternate systems which were studied. It would probably be worthwhile, in a more
detailed design study, to consider dual extensible links, and to reconsider the
duplication of several components in the electronic circuits. Such changes would
not be expected to alter appreciably the conclusions regarding relative weights

y- and costs discussed in the preceding sections.
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LAPPENDIX H

EXTRAPOLATION OF RESULTS TO 15,000-LB RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

An analytical study was conducted to determine how the results of this investi-fl gation might be applied to the 15,000-1b tandem tilting ducted propeller Tri-Service

Research Aircraft presently being considered by the Navy. Aerodynamic mass and

inertia characteristics of the 35,000-lb transport (Appendix A) were scaled down to

represent the lighter aircraft. Calculations of the roots of the longitudinal and

lateral-directional characteristic equations were made for steady level flight,

and the control sensitivities and damping which might be required were estimated.

The results of these calculations and estimates were compared with a limited amount
of advance data for the Tri-Service Research Aircraft which were made available by
the Bell Aerosystems Company.

1. Scaling of Aerodynamic, Mass and Inertia Characteristics

The hypothetical 15,000-lb aircraft used as a basis for this study was a scaled-

down version of the 35,000-1b tandem tilting ducted propeller transport shown in

Fig. 2. Aerodynamic, mass, and inertia characteristics were scaled such that the

mass, length of the fuselage, and the diameter of the ducts corresponded to those
of the proposed Tri-Service VTOL Research Aircraft (Ref. 19). Based on the reduced

fuselage length of 34.4 ft, all dimensions of the 15,000-lb aircraft except the
dimensions of the ducts corresponded to those showm in Fig. 2 multiplied by a factor

of 0.69. The dimensions of the ducts and control vanes were obtained by multiplyingL the dimensions shown in Fig. 62 by a factor of 0.80. The following moments of

inertia were used for the 15,000-lb aircraft:

[ roll I, = 13,000 slug-ft2

pitch Iy = 32,000 slug-ft
2

_ yaw Iz = 37-000 slug-ft2

Ixz = 2,600 slug-ft
2

I

With the exception of the roll moment of inertia, these values were in close agree-

I ment with the moments of inertia of the Tri-Service Aircraft as presented in Ref. 19.

The roll moment of inertia of the Tri-Service Aircraft ill be approximately 30%

higher because the aft ducts will be located further outboard from the fuselage.
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The aerodynamic derivatives used in evaluating the 15,000-lb aircraft were
obtained by scaling the derivatives of the 35,000-lb aircraft. Neglecting Reynolds
number effects, the forces on the horizontal and vertical tails and the fuselage at 1
a given velocity vary as the change in area, that is, as the square of the scale

factor of the airframe. At a given velocity the forces on the ducted propellers

vary as the fourth power of the diameter and the square of the rotational speed of U
the ducted propellers when the duct incidence angle and advance ratio of the propeller
are held constant. At a given velocity the advance ratio remains unch nged for a
duct of decreased diameter if the rotational speed of the propeller is increased [
as the inverse of the duct scale factor so that the linear velocity of the propeller
tip remains unchanged. H

The aerodynamic derivatives which were obtained in this manner are tabulated
in Tables VII and VIII for steady level flight conditions. The derivatives are
influenced principally by the forces and moments on the ducted propellers. Com-[
pared with the derivatives in Tables I and II for the 35,000-lb aircraft, the force
derivatives for the 15,000-lb aircraft were not changed appreciably while the moment

derivatives were increased by a factor of about 1.4.

2. Calculated Longitudinal and Lateral-Directional Dynamics

The roots of the longitudinal characteristic equation were calculated for H
steady level flight without stability augmentation and are shown in Fig. 95. The
dynamic characteristics for the scaleddown aircraft were similar to those showm
in Fig. 13 for the 35,000-lb transport. The short-period mode was aperiodic at
hover but became oscillatory between hover and a speed of 20 ft/sec. At cruise
the short-period root did not fall within either of the two acceptability boundaries.
The phugoid mode was unstable up to a speed of about 25 ft/sec. At hover the period
of the phugoid was 15.2 sec and the time to double amplitude was 7.3 sec. This
instability, while not meeting the criteria of MIL-H-8501A for IR flight, neverthe-
less would be acceptable for contact flight. Calculations of the effect of pitch
rate stabilization on the root locations indicated that an amount of stabilization
corresponding to (MQ/IY)SAS= -0.7 per sec would result in at least neutrally stable
dynamics of the phugoid mode at all steady level flight conditions.

The lateral-directional root locations for steady level flight without stability
augmentation are shown in Fig. 96. As was the case for the 35,000-lb transport
(Fig. 26), the Dutch roll instability was the predominant feature of the lateral-
directional dynamics. The Dutch roll instability was more severe for the lighter
aircraft, particularly at the higher speeds. Scaling of the aerodynamic charac-
teristics resulted in increases of 40% in the derivatives Lv/Ix and Nv/Iz ; both
of these increases were destabilizing at high speeds (the aircraft was directionally
unstable above about 140 ft/sec; see Table VIII). The damping derivatives Lp/I x  I
and Nr/Iz also were increased by 40%, but since these derivatives were small,
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their stabilizing effects on the Dutch roll root were overpowered by the destabiliz-fI ing effects of Lv/Ix and Nv/Iz . At the cruise flight condition of 250 knots at
20,000 ft the resulting Dutch roll oscillation had a period of 20.4 sec and a time
to double amplitude of 1.2 sec. Such a large instability as was calculated for the

basic scaled-dom aircraft without stability augmentation would be unacceptable and

would require design changes. The most important objectives of the changes would be
to attain positive directional stability at high speeds and to decrease the dihedral
effect; these might be accomplished by rearranging the aircraft to move the center

of gravity forward and upward relative to the ducts, or alternatively by mounting
both fore and aft ducts further aft and lower on the fuselage relative to the center

of gravity. The addition of a ventral fin would also help.

Calculations were made to determine the effects of roll rate and yaw rate sta-
bilization on the Dutch roll root locations. The results for roll rate stabilization,
which was more effective than yai. rate stabilization, are shown in Fig. 97 for hover,
steady level flight at 40 knots, and the cruise condition of 250 knots at 20,000 ft.L A roll rate stabilization gain which increased the damping by about (LP/Ix)SAS = -0.6
per sec at hover resulted in at least neutrally stable roots at sea level at all
steady level flight speeds up to 180 ft/sec. At the extremely unstable cruise condi-: tion, increasing the roll rate stabilization to an extreme value of (Lp/Ix)sAS= -20-0
per sec caused the roots to become aperiodic but would not result in stability with

further increases.

3. Estimates of Control Sensitivity and Damping Required

LThe d.namic characteristics of the scaled-down 15,000-1b aircraft and the
35,000-lb transport were found to be similar for steady level flight at speeds from[ hover to about 180 ft/sec. Since the installed power of the lighter aircraft would
also be scaled down, the transition flight profiles and therefore the variation of
the dynamics along the transition flight profiles would also be expected to be similar.

The levels of control sensitivity and damping at hover which were found to be satis-
factory in the simulation of the 35,000-lb transport would therefore provide an indi-
cation of the control sensitivity and damping required for the scaled-don aircraft.

These approximate levels at hover may be summarized as follows (rate dampings shown
are the sum of aerodynamic damping and stability augmentation):

Longitudinal Control Stick Sensitivity MBs/Iy = 0.25 to 0.30 rad/sec2 -in.
Lateral Control Stick Sensitivity L L/Ix = 0.40 rad/sec 2-in.

Pedal Sensitivity NsP/Iz = 0.10 to 0.15 rad/sec2 -in.
Collective Stick Sensitivity Z8C/W = 0.10 g/in.
Pitch Pate Damping Mq/Iy = -2.0 to -2.5 per sec

Roll Rate Damping Lp/Ix = -4.0 per sec
Yaw Rate Damping Nr/Iz = -0.5 to -1.0 per sec
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In addition, it is probable that for the scaled-down aircraft at hover a maximum

longitudinal control power of MMAX/Iy = 2.0 rad/sec2 , e. mayimum lateral control
power of LMAX/Ix = 2.0 to 2.5 rad/sec, and a maximum yaw control power of

NMAX/IZ = 0.5 to 1.0 rad/sec2 uould be adequate for control through transitions if

the aircraft were to be used as a light utility transport. The linear duct tilt

rate program (duct tilt rate directly proportional to duct incidence angle) with rates

of about 7 or 8 deg/sec at hover would also be satisfactory for the lighter aircraft.

The speed stability derivative Mug/Iy has a strong influence on the pitch rate

damping and longitudinal control stick sensitivity requIred for satisfactory handling
qualities. This derivative is dependent to a large extent on the geometry of the

ducted propellers and on the aerodynamic interference between fore and aft ducts.

Because the geometries of the scaled-down aircraft and the Tri-Service Aircraft are
not identical it is probable that the Tri-Service Aircraft will have a different value

of this derivative than that calculated for the scaled-down 15,000-lb aircraft. The

advance data of Ref. 19 indicate that the speed stability derivative may be higher
than that calculated for the scaled-down aircraft. On the basis of the results of
the flight simulator study of the effect of changes in the speed stability derivative
on handling qualities, it would be expected that for values of Mug/Iy increasing
from 0.12 to about 0.4, the estimated level of pitch rate damping required for hover
would increase to perhaps Mq/Iy = -2.5 to -3.0 per sec while the longitudinal
control stick sensitivity would increase to perhaps M8s/Iy = 0.35 to 0.40 rad/sec2-in.
With further increases in Mug/Iy the time to double amplitude would be decreased
below 3.0 sec, and both the damping and the control sensitivity required for satis-
factory handling qualities would increase more rapidly.

4. A -plication of Programmed-Gain Control and Stability Augmentation System
to 15,000-Lb Aircraft

Assuming that changes in the design of the aircraft -would result in an allevia-
tion of the extreme Dutch roll instability at the high-speed cruise condition, a j
programmed-gain control and stability augmentation system of the type selected for
the 35,000-lb transport would also be suitable for the lighter aircraft. It is
probable that by proper design the Dutch roll mode of the basic aircraft would be j
at least lightly damped, in which case it might be possible to simplify the stability
augmentation system even further by eliminating the program for roll rate stabiliza-
tion gain KR. In any case, it is certain that a more sophisticated system such as jJ
an adaptive control system would not be required. The requirement for a triplicated
stability augmentation system, rather than a duplicated system with pilot reset,
will have to be evaluated on the basis of the locations of the Dutch roll roots of the I
final aircraft design.
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30 Model of Lateral-Directional Control and Stability Aug-entation System

31 Effect of Lags in Stability Augmentation System on Lateral-Directional

Dynami cs

32 Bloch Diagram of Longitudinal Control and Stability Augmentation System
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Fig. No.

33 Schematic of Initial Longitudinal Control and Stability Augmentation
System

fI 34 Block Diagram of Lateral-Directional Control and Stability Augmentation
System

35 Schematic of Initial Lateral-Directional Control and Stability Augmentation
System

36 Variation of Longitudinal Control Stick Sensitivity with Duct Incidence
Angle

37 Variation of Pitch Rate Damping with Duct Incidence Angle

38 Variation of Maximum Longitudinal Control Power with Duct Incidence Angle

39 Comparison of Selected Levels of Longitudinal Control Senritivity and Pitch
Rate Damping with Results of Bell Study

40 Summary of Longitudinal Root Locations for Steady Level Flight at Speeds
from -30 Kts to +250 Kts; With Stability Augmentation

41 Longitudinal Root Locations for T/W = 1.35 Take-Off; With Stability Augmentation

42 Altitude Damping and Collective Stick Sensitivity in Hover

43 Variation of Lateral Control Stick Sensitivity with Duct Incidence Angle

44 Variation of Roll Rate Damping with Duct Incidence Angle

45 Variation of Maximum Lateral Control Power with Duct Incidence Angle

46 Variation of Pedal Sensitivity with Duct Incidence Angle

47 Variation of Yaw Rate Damping with Duct Incidence Angle

48 Variation of Maximum Yaw Control Power with Duct Incidence Angle

49 Pilot Ratings for Flight in Partially Converted Configurations

50 Summary of Lateral-Directional Root Locations for Steady Level Flight at
Speeds from Hover to 250 Kts; With Stability Augmentation
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Fig. No.

51 Lateral-Directional Root Locations for T/W = 1.35 Take-Off; With Stability
Augmentation

52 Rolling Parameter vs Reciprocal of Cycles to Damp to Half Amplitude for
Steady Level Flight; With Stability Augmentation

53 Phasing Gains Required to Eliminate Yawring Moment Due to Lateral Control
Stick Inputs

54 Phasing Gains Required to Eliminate Rolling Moment Due to Pedal Inputs

55 Effect of Mug/Iy Stability Derivative on Pilot Rating for Hover and Low

Speeds

56 Effect of Lag in Pitch Control System on Over-all Pilot Rating for Speed

Range from Hover to 106 Kts

57 Effect of Lags in Lateral-Directional Control System on Over-all Pilot

Rating for Speed Range from Hover to 106 Kts.

58 Effect of Lag in Collective Pitch Control on Pilot Rating for Hover H
59 Effect of Crosswind and Gusts on Pilot Rating for Approach and STOL Touchdoirn

60 Comparison of Weights of Alternate Stability Augmentation Systems 11
61 Comparison of Costs of Alternate Stability Augmentation Systems

62 Details of Ducted Propeller and Control Vane

63 Duct Lift Coefficient Function

64 Variation of Lift Coefficient with Angle of Attack for One Ducted Propeller

65 Duct Drag Coefficient Functions

66 Side Force Coefficient Slope for One Forward Ducted Propellerii

67 Correction Factor for Side Force of Rear Ducts j
68 Correction Factor for Pitching Moment

69 Variation of Pitching Moment Required to Trim with Velocity for NASA I
Wind Tunnel Model

I
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Fig. No.

70 Variation of Rolling Moment Coefficient Slope of DRacts with Duct Incidence
Angle

[1 71 Control Effectiveness of Ducted Propellers in Steady Level Flight

7? Control Y"ffectiveness of Duct Exit Vanes in Steady Level Flight

T7' V,,.riation of Lift and Drag Ccefficients of Faselage rith Angle of Attack

711, Variation of Side Force C'oefficient Slope of Vertical Tail with Duct

Incidence Angle

75 Stability-Axis System for Analysis of Longitudinal Dynamics

76 Sketch of Root-Locus Diagrom Showing Significant Information for Longitudinal
Stability Analyses

77 Sketch of Root-Locus Diagram for Steady Level Flight; IUo Stability Augmentation

78 Axis System for Analysis of Lateral-Direction Dynamics

79 Sketch of Root-Locus Diagram for Steady Level Flight; No Stability Aumenuation

80 Effect of Incorrect Phasing on Lateral-Directional Dynamics in Steady Level

I Flight at 4o Kts

p 81 Gain Program for Lateral Control Stick

82 Phasing Gain Program for Lateral Control Stick

Ii 83 Gain Program for Roll Rate Stabilization

1 84 Gain Program for Pedals

85 Phasing Gain Program for Pedals

86 View of Interior of Sikorsky V/STOL Aircraft Simulator with Contact Analog
Display

87 Flight Instrument Portion of Sikorsky V/STOL Simulator Control Panel

88 Control Instrument Portion of Sikorsky V/STOL Simulator Control Panel

89 Photographs of Contact Analog Display

10,9
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Fig. No.

90 Display Elements Used in Simulation of Tandem Tilting Ducted Propeller

VTOL Aircraft

91 Programmed-Gain Stability Augmentation System for Pitch and Altitude Modes"

92 Progranmed-Gain Stability Augmentation System for Lateral-Directional Modes

93 Pitch Channel of Duplicated Adaptive Control System

94 Pitch Channel of Triplicated Programmed-Gain Stability Augmentation System

95 Summary of Longitudinal Root Locations for Steady Level Flight;

15,000-Lb Aircraft Without Stability Augmentation I

96 Summary of Lateral-Directional Root Locations for Steady Level Flight;
15,000-Lb Aircraft Without Stability Augmentation

97 Effect of Roll Rate Stabilization on Location of Dutch Roll Roots;

15,000-Lb Aircraft
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R-1624 -5 FIG. I

L SKETCH OF TANDEM TILTING DUCTED PROPELLER
AIRCRAFT IN HOVER AND FORWARD FLIGHT

L HOVER

FIXED TAIL PANEL

FORWARD FLIGHT

J.



R-1624-5 FIG. 2
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

TANDEM TILTING DUCTED PROPELLER AIRCRAFT

NOTE: I. SEE SEPARATE FIGURE FOR DETAILS OF
DUCTED PROPELLERS AND CONTROL VANES

2. ALL DIMENSIONS IN FEET

3. WEIGHT AND INERTIAS
W = 35,000 LB 2I x : 60,000 SLUG FT2  -7,17
Ty = 150,000 SLUG FT

2

z 170,000 SLUG FT
2

Ix 12,000 SLUG FT2

CONTROL VANES
IN SLIPSTREAM

S9.52

[- -50-

- T

I111AXSOIRTTO
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R-1624-5 FIG. 3

HIGH-GAIN CONTROL CIRCUITS FOR CALCULATING
TRANSITION FLIGHT PROFILES

(a.) CONSTANT ATTITUDE CONTROLLER

K1 200 DEG/RAD

[ K2 100 DEG-SEC/RAD

L3TRIM( ItO) AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE e (RAD)

--EH~i
(b.) CONSTANT ALTITUDE CONTROLLER

K3 = 0.4 DEG/FT

K4 = 8.0 DEG-SEC/FT

ALITD A h (FT)
)2C TRIM (t 0) - TR'IM LT T U hA IR C R A F T  A

1"1



R- 1624 -5 FIG. 4

UJ HIGH-GAIN ALTITUDE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR CALCULATING
DECELERATING DESCENT FLIGHT PROFILE

K3 =0.4 DEG/FT

[I K4  8.B0 DEG-SEC/FT

h ACTUAL (FT/)

h ERROR +

[KI

PRPROGRAMME

11'4



R -1624-5 FIG. 5
VARIATION OF FLIGHT VARIABLES WITH VELOCITY

FOR STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 6
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 7

VARIATION OF FLIGHT VARIABLES WITH VELOCITY
FOR ACCELERATING ASCENT FLIGHT PROFILES
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R- 1624 - 5 FIG. 8

EFFECT OF THRUST-TO- WEIGHT RATIO AND
IL DUCT TILT RATE ON TAKE-OFF FLIGHT PROFILE

(a) THRUST-TO -WEIGHT RATIO VARIED
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 10

VARIATION OF FLIGHT VARIABLES WITH VELOCITY
FOR DECELERATING DESCENT FLIGHT PROFILE

DUCT TILT RATE :2 DEG/SEC
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 11

VARIATION OF FLIGHT VARIABLES WITH VELOCITY
FOR CONSTANT ALTITUDE ACCELERATION FLIGHT PROFILE

DUCT TILT RATE 2 DEG/SEC
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 12

VARIATION OF FLIGHT VARIABLES WITH VELOCITY
FOR CONSTANT ALTITUDE DECELERATION FLIGHT PROFILE

DUCT TILT RATE :2 DEG/SEC
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24-5SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR S
FLIGHT AT SPEEDS FROM - 30KTS TO + 25
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)INAL ROOT' LOCATIONS FOR STEADY LEVEL FIG. 13

EEDS FROM -30KTS TO +250KTS
STABILITY AUGMENTATION
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R -1624- 5 FIG. 14

EFFECT OF INCREASING STABILITY AUGMENTATION
ON -LOCATION OF PHUGOID ROOTS IN HOVER
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R-1624-5
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR REPRESE

NO STABILITY AUGMENTATION

' * CONSTANT ALTITUDE ACCELERATION MIL- H -8501 A F)7
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FIG. 15

LOCATIONS FOR REPRESENTATIVE TRANSITION MANEUVERS,
40 STABILITY AUGMENTATION

rnON MIL H-850A (IFRU
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R-1624-5 FIG. 16

EFFECT OF DOUBLING AND HALVING
STABILITY DERIVATIVES ON LOCATION

[ fOF PHUGOID ROOTS IN HOVER

L
0.5

L0.42

L ~ BSIC TANDEM DUCTED
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R-1624-5 EFFECT OF INDIVIDUAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES Of
NO STABILITY AUGMENTATION

V=8OFT/SEC ON T/W =1.35 FLIGHT PS
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31LITY DERIVATIVES ON LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS FIG. 17

) STABILITY AUGMENTATION
r/SEC ON T/W 1.35 FLIGHT PROFILE jw, RAD/SEC
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R- 1624-5 FIG. 18

AVERAGE ANGLE OF ATTACK OF HORIZONTAL TAIL
FOR MOST CRITICAL TRANSITION FLIGHT PROFILES

(a.) FIXED TAIL
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R-1624-5 FIG. 19

MODEL OF CONTROL AND STABILITY

AUGMENTATION SYSTEM WITH
FIRST ORDER LAG

I

FIRST- ORDER

LAG AIRCRAFT

PILOT STICK MS/F2C
S C l

INPUT, 8 S  K__e e (RAD)
(INCHES) (-T PS +-1 BASIC CHARACTERISTIC

EQUATION

PITCH RATE

STABILIZATION

(INCHES)7

ATTITUDE
STABILIZATION
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R-1624-5

EFFECT OF LAGS IN STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT AT 40 KTS

NO LAG

2.5- jU, RAD/SEC

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 t=O.l NOTE I.VALUES OF M q/Iy SHOWN ARE FOR 0.8
0.6 STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

0.7 AND DO NOT INCLUDE NATURAL
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FIG. 20

GMVENTATION SYSTEM ON LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS

E-VEL FLIGHT AT 40OKTS

LAG TIME CONSTANT Tp=0.2 SEC

jw, RAD/SEC
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R-1624 -5 FIG. 21

f TYPICAL CRITERIA FOR LONGITUDINAL
HANDLING QUALITIES IN HOVER

-7.0
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R - 1624 - 5 FIG. 22

VARIATION OF DAMPING AND CONTROL SENSITIVITY
WITH VELOCITY DURING TRANSITIONS

NO STABILITY AUGMENTATION

FINAL KS PROGRAM

T/W=1.35 TAKE-OFF -

CONSTANT ALTITUDE ACCELERATION .... 0....

DECELERATING DESCENT --

U-I .2
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 23
VARIATION OF DAMPING AND CONTROL SENSITIVITY

WITH VELOCITY DURING TRANSITIONS

FINAL STABILITY AUGMENTATION
FINAL Ka PROGRAM

-2.8
T/W = 1.35 TAKE-OFF -0-
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R-1624-5 FIG. 24
VARIATION OF DAMPING AND CONTROL SENSITIVITY

WITH VELOCITY DURING TRANSITIONS

FINAL STABILITY AUGMENTATION

I/n , SIN iD PROGRAM FOR Kgo
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R-1624-5 FIG. 25

GAIN PROGRAMS FOR LONGITUDINAL CONTROL STICK
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R-1624-5 SUMMARY OF LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL ROOT
STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT AT SPEEDS FROM HI

NO STABILITY AUGMENTATION
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ERAL -DIRECTIONAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR FIG. 26

HT AT SPEEDS FROM HOVER TO 250 KTS
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R-1624-5SUMMARY OF LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR
NO STABILITY AUGMENTA'
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.... .... .....

0.6 - - -

z -

0-5

-J 0.5 2E-
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0.2
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0.z4wi qH -
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0w24=R=

53 20 120,60,100 40,80
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1OT LOCATIONS FOR REPRESENTATIVE TRANSITION MANEUVERS FIG. 27

O STABILITY AUGMENTATION

.- ' .... .- .- .. ...': ..INCREA SING VELOCITY... il i;Hill -.

2$-i~ 21- > K- -
'  

-2

Ta fiINCREASINGRESIN VEOCTYLOCITY2 _ .

0 4,80153,120 100,80 60 40 20, rI I I p_ _ t- _ .___

.1-I2 1I0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
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R-1624-5 FIG. 28

EFFECTS OF IMPORTANT STABILITY DERIVATIVES
ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DYNAMICS IN

STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT AT 40 KTS

NO STABILITY AUGMENTATION
NOMINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION

1.0 BASIC DATA-40KTS jw), RAD/SEC

L /Ixz-.5673 y/m -. 2116 1.5 Nv/iz 1.5 Lv/Ix

L r / x :+.0682 Yr /m =+.5880 .5

L/- :-.0242 Y V/m =-.3238

0.8- Np/Iz = +.0392 I X = 60,000 SLUG- FT
2  I.Lp/Ix 0.5

Nr/i z = -. 5002 1 z = 170,000 SLUG - FT 2

NV/ z = +.0052 1zx= 12,000 SLUG - FT
2  1.5Nr/IZ

/0.5

/
0.6 /

DUTCH ROLL MODE -_

0,4- TI/2: 5 0 0 5

/ ROLL CONVE'RGENCE MODE

0.2-
I.I

SPIR4L STABILI/TY MODE

0 - I ;, 4.5

.5 LV/IX 0.5 1.5 0.5

0.5 1.5 Nr/Ix 1.5 0.50 L I0 ,)e X .)E E) X(

0.5 1.5 Nv/Iz 0.5 1.5oL L A.,_P): OE

-2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0 0,4

-tw n , RAD/SEC
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R-1624-5 FIG. 29

EFFECTS OF MASS AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA

ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DYNAMICS IN
STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT AT 40 KTS

NO STABILITY AUGMENTATION

NOMINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION

jw, RAD/SEC

1' 1.5 m

1.0 - 0.5

1.05 .

0.8 0.5 . 5

1.5 I
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0.6

0.4 0.5 ROLL CONVERGENCE MODE

0.2T
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- 0- I - I / )(

0.5 l51 x  15 0.5
1.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 rn

o L (o-xI

-2.2 -2.0 -1.8 -1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2

I - tw n , RAD/SEC
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R - 1624- 5 FIG, 30

MODEL OF LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

AND STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

ROLL RATE
STABILIZATION

FPILOT PAEDALINHSd 
R
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R-1624-5

EFFECT OF LAGS IN STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM ON
STEADY LEVEL FLIGHTS AT 40K'

COMBINED r.y AND TR LAGS

3.2- 0,20

2.8 -01

2.4 -01

2.0-

1.6-.1 AND rR0.08
1.2

AIRCRAFT WITH
0.8 NO LAGS; FINAL

SAS

0.4-
INCREASING
ryAND rR

Czz- I
0.12 0.2~

0 IQ- I

-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3

- w RAO /SEC
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FIG. 31

GMENTATION SYSTEM ON LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL DYNAMICS
DY LEVEL FLIGHTS AT 40KTS
:OMBINED Ty AND FR LAGS

0.20 jw, RAD/SEC

00.17

0.15

0.12

ry AND T

IT H

6~~~~~~ -5-L3-2-
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R-1624-5 FIG. 32

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

AND STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

* COLLECTIVE STICK, KSc  (IN.) I

COLLECTIVE BEEPER _KCB

S J 3
c (DEG)

DUCT INCIDENCE i D (DEG) |BEEPER - qG(FT/SEC2

8,3 (DEG) AIRCRAFT (FT/SEC2)=
PHASING I 8V(E) -q (RAD/SEC)

LONGITUDINAL STICK,
8S (IN.)

PITCH RATE
K[v GAIN
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R-1624-5 
FIG. 33
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R - 1624- FIG. 34

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
Ii AND STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

LIR
LAEALSIK1A,

GVL w(RAD)

[PHASING (+ (DEG) v (FT/SEC)
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(DG
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R-1624-5 FIG. 35
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R -1624-5 FIG. 36

VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CONTROL STICK
SENSITIVITY WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT

[1.

H Z~

250 KTS AT 20K-F

178 T GT PRFLESASL

L: --. U L''

250., 4KT T 0KUISE - .....
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R-1624-5 FIG. 37

VARIATION OF PITCH RATE DAMPING

WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT

KI CONSTANT =7.5 IN. - SEC/RAD

w . .....i ... .... .. ..f i i
1. .0....

w

-4 i i iH

-- 2
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R-1624-5 FIG. 38

It VARIATION OF MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL CONTROL POWER

WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

;Ii
STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT

3.0 .....

17 25 KTS AT SL --

zm
w 0250 KTS AT 20K F T - OKTCRUISE

Lo +

I1 78 KTS AT 20K FTi APPROXIMATE END OF TRANSMTOW

FLGTPROFILES 4T SEA LEVEL

U 0
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IDUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE, i., DEG

T
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P- 1624 -5 FIG. 39

COMPARISON OF SELECTED LEVELS OF LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL SENSITIVITY AND PITCH RATE DAMPING

WITH RESULTS OF BELL STUDY

I NOTE: ,. Mq/ly AND M/Iy ARE VALUES AT HOVER

2. PILOT RATING BOUNDARIES FROM SELL REPORT
NO. 2023- 917002

-4.0 / I
[//ILOT RATING 3.5 (TAKE-OFF)

S3.5 (LANDING)

S-3.0 I/0

H I -
-[.o I I/

l .. . -2.o-II y _
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(PRESENT STUDY)
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0 1 1 __..j ./
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R-1624-5SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL ROOT LOCATION
FLIGHT AT SPEEDS FROM -30 KTS

WITH STABILITY AUGMENTAl

--- SHORT-ERiODOE

3.6 --- 0- P HUGOI0 MODE 4

SK BUWEPS CONFIGURATiON P, CO' -----

-0- -, SEA LEVEL-

I- ..-

J2.--

D- 331-0,
LLN D 3 i -- ~ 

- -
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-- ,~-

z NEE--w

w 1.2 
-

0.8

ttINCREASING VELOCITY-

-2.8 -2.6 -2.4 -2.2 -2.0 -1.8 -1.6 -[.4 -1.2 -1.0

DAMPING RATIO TIMES NATURAL FREQUENC)
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)INAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR STEADY LEVEL FIG. 40

EEDS FROM -30KTS TO +250KTS
i STABILITY AUGMENTATION

i,4 4+. - - -
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99-
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R -1624- 5
LONGITUDINAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR T/W:

WITH STABILITY AUGMENTATIO;

2 .C

- -- SHORT-PERIOD MODE=

-- 0-- PHUGOID MODE Ml L - I-850

1.6 3

Ls. 1.4 .

S 1.2
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0

U-
0

0.8 VELOCITY ROOT

z 0 -2 275
60 -2 175

0. 80 -2 191
a:00 -1978
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0.4
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FIG. 41
DT LOCATIONS FOR T/W=I1.35 TAKE-OFF
TH STABILITY AUGMENTATION
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P-1624 -5 FIG. 42

ALTITUDE DAMPING AND COLLECTIVE

11STICK SENSITIVITY IN HOVER

3. (IAS 61-62)

PIO-RTN1.(N4-21

f) -1.2

-I.0 H-23C
E

N - 0.8

-0. SELECTED COLLECTIVE

E:-0.4 STICK SENSITIVITY

-0.4

S -0.2-

0

0.2
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

IICOLLECTIVE*STICK SENSITIVITY, ZC/W, g/uN.
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tI R-- 1624-5 FIG. 43

U VARIATION OF LATERAL CONTROL STICK SENSITIVITY
WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

[I STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
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R-1624 -5 FIG. 44

VARIATION OF ROLL RATE DAMPING

WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT

i-7
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R- 1624-5 FIG. 45

VARIATION OF MAXIMUM LATERAL CONTROL POWER
WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

1] STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
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R-1624-5 FIG. 46

F I VARIATION OF PEDAL SENSITIVITY
WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT

0 . ....

+4

I0-1
Sw

0 . . . . .

JtZ0
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IL 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

LiDUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE, i, DEG
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R-1624-5 FIG. 47

III VARIATION OF YAW RATE DAMPING

B WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE
STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT

fl CONSTANT: 3.0 IN. - SEC/RAD

H41+

...... TRANSITION FLIGHT PROFILES

-. 0 SEA LEVEL;

I-

STABILITY AUGMENTATION

' 0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE, i D7 DEG
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R-1624-5 FIG. 48

VARIATION OF MAXIMUM YAW CONTROL POWER

WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE

II STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 49
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R -1624-5 SUMMARY OF LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL R00'
STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT AT SPEEDS FROM

WITH STABILITY AUGMENTATI

----- DUTCH ROLL MODE..

0.9 6-- SPIRAL STABILITY MODE ... ..... . .. .

-t - ROLL CONVERGENCE MODE .... .... ..

0.8... ... ..

cn 0.7.. - -

44

z
0

-J 0.5

0

0.

z VELOCITY ROOT
L20f III. ~~~H -4.352 .. ~RAIGVLCT
ir0340 -3 463

67.5
100 - 9 -

0.2 ITKTS /S.L. -5.744
IT8KTS/2OK -3.324 4

0
S.L.20 2K

178 KT5 180 250KTS 178KTS 140 100 80,4OKTSL40 20
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'ERAL -DIRECTIONAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR FIG. 50

3HT AT SPEEDS FROM HOVER TO 250 KTS
TH STABILITY AUGMENTATION

It I H4-c-

t- . .Sn .-
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R'-1624-5{ LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL ROOT LOCATIONS F
WITH STABILITY AUGMENT

--- DUTCH ROLL MODE.

-6- SPIRAL STABILITY MODEFP .9 a-- ROLL CONVERCENCE MODE 4 j.
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FIG. 51
ROOT LOCATIONS FOR T/W=I.35 TAKE-OFF

H STABILITY AUGMENTATION
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ROOT LOCATIONS FOR T/W =1.35 TAKE-OFFFI.5
H STABILITY AUGMENTATION
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 52

ROLLING PARAMETER VS RECIPROCAL OF CYCLES
TO DAMP TO HALF AMPLITUDE

FOR STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT

WITH STABILITY AUGMENTATION

6.0

178 KTS
AT S.L.

5.0

-4.0N

10-T/E

3.0

U 2.025 T
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 53

PHASING GAINS REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE
I' YAWING MOMENT DUE TO LATERAL

CONTROL STICK INPUTS

i20
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R- 16 4 -5FIG. 54

PHASING GAINS REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE

ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO PEDAL INPUTS
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ri R- 1624-5 FIG. 55

EFFECT OF Mug/Iy STABILITY DERIVATIVE ON
PILOT RATING FOR HOVER AND LOW SPEEDS

V 0 TO 20 FT/SEC

3~ N WITH ORFTSE GUSTS

0..20 FT/SEC HEADWIND

I

0
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'~ 8
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 56

V EFFECT OF LAG IN PITCH CONTROL SYSTEM
ON OVER-ALL PILOT RATING FOR SPEED

RANGE FROM HOVER TO 106 KTS
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z
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 57

EFFECT OF LAGS IN LATERAL -DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
SYSTEM ON OVER-ALL PILOT RATING FOR SPEED

RANGE FROM HOVER TO 106 KTS
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R -1624 -5 FIG. 58

EFFECT OF LAG IN COLLECTIVE PITCH CONTROL

ON PILOT RATING FOR HOVER
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R -1I624- 5 FIG. 59

EFFECT OF CROSSWIND AND GUSTS ON PILOT RATINGv FOR APPROACH* AND STOL TOUCHDOWN
STEADY WIND OF 20 FT/SEC FROM 0 DEG

V RATE OF DESCENT OF 600 FT/MIN

4-

Z (20 KTS, NO GUSTS)

44

=:. 40 KTS, 6 FT/SEC GUSTS

li 4OKTS, ±I2FT/SEC GUSTS -
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 60
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R - 1624 -5 FIG. 61
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R-1624 -5FIG. 62

DETAILS OF DUCTED PROPELLER AND CONTROL VANE
ALL DIMENSIONS IN FEET

9.2 CONTROL VANE
_________________________________________ ___________(REAR DUCTS ONLY)

VANE HINGE LINE 1
3.16

NACA 2418 AIRFOIL
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R-1624-5 FIG. 63

DUCT LIFT COEFFICIENT FUNCTION
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R-6- ------ FIG 64

R-124- VARIATION OF LIFT COEFFICIENTFI.6

WITH ANGLE OF. ATTACK FOR ONE DUCTED PROPELLER
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 65

DUCT DRAG COEFFICIENT FUNCTIONS
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R- 1624 - 5 FIG. 66

SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT SLOPE FOR ONE
FORWARD DUCTED PROPELLER
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 67

CORRECTION FACTOR FOR SIDE FORCE OF REAR DUCTS
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R-1624-5 FIG. 68

CORRECTION FACTOR FOR PITCHING MOMENT
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 69

I VARIATION OF PITCHING MOMENT REQUIRED TO TRIM
WITH VELOCITY FOR NASA WIND TUNNEL MODEL

MODEL 1/7 FULL SCALE
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R R-1624 -5 FIG. 70

VARIATION OF ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT SLOPE
OF DUCTS WITH DUCT INCIDENCE ANGLE
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R-1624 -5 FIG. 71

CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF DUCTED PROPELLERS

IN STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
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R - 1624 - 5 FIG. 72

CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF DUCT EXIT VANES
IN STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
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R- 1624- 5 FIG. 73

VARIATION OF LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTSII OF FUSELAGE WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK
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R- 1624 -5 FIG. 74

VARIA TION OF SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT SLOPE OF
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R-1624-5FI.7

I STABILITY-AXIS SYSTEM FOR ANALYSIS

OF LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS
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R- 1624-5 FIG. 76
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R-1624-5 FIG. 78Ir
AXIS SYSTEM FOR ANALYSIS OF
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R-1624-5, FIG. 79
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R-1624-5 FIG. 80

I I EFFECT OF INCORRECT PHASING ON
LATERAL- DIRECTIONAL DYNAMICS IN
STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT AT 40 KTS
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R-1624-5 FIG. 81

GAIN PROGRAM FOR LATERAL CONTROL STICKIi
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IIR -1624 -5 FIG.@?_

PHASING GAIN PROGRAM FOR LATERAL CONTROL STICKI
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R-1624-5 FIG. 83

GAIN PROGRAM FOR ROLL RATE STABILIZATION
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R-1624-5 FIG. 85

PHASING GAIN PROGRAM FOR PEDALS
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[ R-1624 -5 FIG. 86

VIEW OF INTERIOR OF SIKORSKY V/STOL AIRCRAFT
SIMULATOR WITH CONTACT ANALOG DISPLAY
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R -1624 -5 FIG-88
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R -R1624 -5 FI8

IPHOTOGRAPHS OF CONTACT ANALOG DISPLAY

(a)RIGHT TURN AT 50 FT ALTITUDE
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FIG. 91

IGMENTATION SYSTEM FOR PITCH AND ALTITUDE, MODES
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FIG. 92

'MENTATION SYSTEM FOR LATERAL - DIRECTIONAL MODES
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R- 164 -5SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL ROOT LOCATIONS F11
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FIG. 95
kL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT
'RAFT WITHOUT STABILITY AUGMENTATION
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TIONAL ROOT LOCATIONS FOR STEADY LEVEL FLIGHT FIG. 96
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R- 1624-5FG.7 EFFECT OF ROLL RATE STABILIZATION ON FIG. 97
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